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Library Boa rd
approves new
positions, hours

750

MCCH
discusses
strategic
planning

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Public
Library Board approved several
new positions at its monthly.
meeting Wednesday.
The
board
unanimously
approved four new positions
and increased pan-time hours
for
circulation.
Rhonda
Henderson, board treasurer, said
those positions had been anticipated and were included in the
2011-12 budget, which was
approved last month.
Library Director Ben Graves
requested a full-time information services librarian to oversee technology, which will
include maintaining the library
website. Mignon Pittman, head
of circulation, requested that
one existing position be
increased from part-time to fulltime and that pan-time hours in
her department be increased by
1,300 hours a year. She said this
would be an increase from
3,700 to 5,000 hours. Sandy
Linn, youth services librarian,
requested the creation of two
positions that would each work
up to 20 hours a week.
In other business:
• The board approved a
$2,500 bid from Ace Design
Group for the installation of an
operable wall that could be used
to divide the meeting room near

By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
he
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Board of Trustees met in
regular session Wednesday and discussed strategic planning. the residential
Hospice House,finances and a new fund to
help employees during disasters.
Newly-hired CFO Vicki Parks told the
board the hospital posted an overall positive financial report in May. The total
income for May was $221,582, a marked
improvement over May 2010, when the
facility posted a loss of $278,573. CEO
Jerry Penner said of the report, -I'm
pleased that the hospital has had positive
financials in five out of the past six
months." He predicted the hiring of four
new maintenance employees, and a virus
outbreak that led to employee overtime,
will lead to poorer results in June's financial report.
Penner told board members that work to
acquire property for a residential Hospice
House is moving forward. Hospital officials are drawing up an agreement with
Howard Brandon, who is donating five
acres of land on which to build the facility.
Penner said all parties are happy with the
.. agreement, and a survey of the property is
in the works.
The
Murray-Calloway
County
Endowment for Healthcare Board of

T

The Murray Fire Department recently conducted training for several nights at an
abandoned house that Murray State
University plans to tear down on North 16th
Street. Chief Eric Pologruto said the training
focused on teaching firefighters how to gain
entry into houses to save residents or other
firefighters that could get trapped inside. At
top, Captain Ricky Walls practices crushing
bncks in the weakest parts of the outside
wall. In the center photo, Jared Lencki gains
entry to a garage using a circular saw. At
bottom, a group prepares to use a special,
angled chainsaw to saw into the roof.

II See Page 2A
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Chamber seeking
award nominations

•See Page 2A

Special to the Ledger
the
Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
is currently seeking nominations for the Large Business of
the Year. Chamber President
Lance Allison says nominations have been ongoing since
May."We have nominations in
every category except for Large
Business,- Allison said.
The Chamber gives out
awards each year to businesses
and people that have made an
impact on the Murray and

Investigation continues
into local accident that
resulted in student's death
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Trooper Dean Patterson, spokesman for
the Kentucky State Police at Post 1 in
Mayfield. says it is possible criminal
charges could be filed if a pending toxicology report shows that alcohol was
involved in the crash that killed a Murray
State University student early Monday
morning.
Majed Balharith. a I9-year-old MSU stu-

II See Page 2A
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III See Page 2A
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Thursday: Mostly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high near
90.
Thursday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy.
with a low around 73.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high near
87. North wind between 3 and 6
mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 69. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 91. Calm wind.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 70. Calm
wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny. with a
high near 94. Calm wind.
Sunday Night: Partly cloudy.
with a low around 73. Calm
wind.
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Preparations underway for
131st Fancy Farm Picnic
By TOM BERRY
Kentucky Sen. Ken Winters,
Staff Writer
all Republicans, are scheduled
FANCY FARM, Ky. —The to speak during the welcoming
131st annual Fancy Farm portion of the event.
Picnic is coming up Saturday.
Candidates running for
August 6 with a full slate of office that have confirmed parcandidates running for office ticipation include Gov. Steve
in Kentucky scheduled to Beshear and his running mate
speak.
Jerry
Abramson,
Sen.
Mark Wilson, political chair- President David Williams, Rman for the event at St. Jerome Burkesville, and his running
Catholic Church, says he mate
Agriculture
expects close to 1(X) percent Commissioner Richie Farmer:
participation
among
the candidates for Kentucky
Commonwealth's Washington Secretary of State Democrat
delegation as well as among Allison Lundergan Grimes
candidates running for state and Republican Bill Johnson;
offices in the November state auditor candidates Adam
General erection set for Nov. Edelen, a Democrat and
Republican John Kemper,
Sen. Mitch McConnell, Sen. Attorney
General
Jack
Rand Paul, First District Rep.
Ed Whitfield and First District •See Page 2A
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SUMMER REFRESHMENTS: Summer is the perfect time for children to try their hand at
being young entrepreneurs, and lemonade is often the chosen method. These youth decided to mix things up a bit by selling frozen pink lemonade from a driveway on Dudley Drive
this week. Pictured, from left, are A.J. Pitsenbarger, Ashtyn Williams and Destiny
Pitsenbarger.
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•Fancy Farm Picnic...
From Front
Conway, a Democrat seeking
re-election and his GOP opponent, Todd P'Pool; treasurer
candidates Democrat Todd
Hollenbach and his opponent,
K.C. Crosbie, a Republican:
commissioner of agriculture
candidates Democrat Bob
Farmer and his GOP opponent,
Jamie Comer.
The podium will remain open
for any presidential candidate
that might show, according to
Wilson.
"Maybe a presidential candidate could accidentally drop in
to tio a lir stump speaking, but I
wouldn't get too worked up over
this," he said. "But you never
know."
Incumbents and challengers
for office will speak according
to the flip of a coin, Wilson said.
The order of speaking is subject
to change.
Unconfirmed candidates that
have been contacted to particiGatewood
include
pate
Galbraith, an Independent running for governor, and his running mate Dea Riley. Those
scheduled to bid farewell as
they leave public office including Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo,
Secretary of State Elaine Walker
and Auditor Crit Luallen.
Marshall County Judge
Executive Mike Miller will
serve as master of ceremonies

For
Best
Resutts
Place Your
Ad With Us
Call 753-1916

•MCCH Board...

and Wilson said Kentucky
Educational Television will host
a live broadcast. Murray's own,
Jennifer Wilson, is scheduled to
"The
Star-spangled
sing
.
Banner"
In other events, a fish fry will
take place at the Knights of
Columbus Hall at 5 p.m. on
Friday, Aug. 5 as the church celebrates its 175th year. Meat will
go on the pits at 8 a.m. However
the picnic officially begins at 10
a.m. on Saturday.
Featured musical entertainment includes Lew Jetton and
61 South Friday evening.
the
and
Fox
Jennifer
Pillowfighters are scheduled for
Saturday evening and No Tools
Loaned is set to perform during
the day Saturday immediately
before political speaking.
"And, oh, we will have 19,000
lbs of pork and mutton," Wilson
said.
Associated political breakfast
events have also been set.
Democrats will meet at
Mayfield High School while
Republicans meet at Graves
County High School.
"1 haven't heard if the tea party
or independents are having
breakfast anywhere," Wilson
said.
For more information about
Fancy Farm Picnic 2011 go
online to www.fancyfarmpicnic.org.

Town Crier
Holiday Closings
• The City of Murray
Architectural Review Board
meeting set for July 7.2011,
has been cancelled.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editorOmurrayledger.com

From Front
Trustees unanimously approved
the creation of an Employee
Emergency Assistance Fund.
The board also approved the use
of up to $10,000 of Endowment
funds to match the employee
contributions in the first year.
Any hospital employee may
contribute to the assistance
fund, which will be used to help
employees in emergency situations, such as natural disasters,
or economic hardship. A committee will oversee assistance
requests. Board member Dave
Garrison suggested that the
committee be comprised of a
cross-section of employees.
"You're always going to have
more need than money," he said.
"This way you won't be blaming one department if someone
doesn't get what they asked
for."
Vice President of Institutional
Development Keith Travis said
the creation of the fund comes
following the April and May
floodings, which affected one
hospital employee. "The creation of the fund was suggested
as a way for fellow employees

•Local accident...

to give back," Travis said.
Next week hospital officials
will begin conducting community forums on ways to improve
healthcare services. Dates for
the forums are July II, 12, 14
and 15. Penner said the hospital
will also conduct focus groups
targeted at segments of the community. He hopes to use the
results to develop a strategic
plan for the hospital. "This will
set the tone for the next three to
five years," said Penner. The
board will meet July 21-22 to
further discuss the plan and
focus group information.
In Other Business:
• The hospital bloodbank
passed its regular inspection,
conducted May 24.
• The floor of the pool system
was replaced, and therapy chairs
installed at a cost of $90,000.
The pool reopened to the public
July 5.
• A surgical naming ceremony
is planned for July 28 at 5 p.m.
at the surgery waiting room.
• The board recognized Dr.
Robert Williams, who is retiring.

III Library Board...
library owns at 709 Olive St.
The roof was damaged after a
the entrance of the library.
tree fell on it during one of the
Board Chairwoman Nancy
Miuere said the wall would give recent storms, Miuere said.
• The board discussed bids for
the library flexibility to open up
events
big
for
demolition of a building the
room
the
entire
the
like the children's summer read- library owns at 705 Olive St.
ing program, or to possibly Graves recommended LMD
divide the room to hold up to
(Landscape Materials Designs),
three meetings at once.
the low• The board approved a and said they submitted
expehad
and
$8,000
at
$2,625.20 bid from Adams est bid
Home Improvement to repair rience in asbestos removal.
the roof of the building the Board members asked him to
get some more information
from the company and said they
would review the bids again
next month.
• Henderson said a committee
would be formed to discuss giving the front lobby a "facelift"
to make it more inviting to the
public. The board voted to
authorize the committee.

From Front

"Alcohol was a suspected
involvement in that crash,"
dent from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Patterson said. "Due to the
died after a traffic collision ongoing investigation into that
occured where the Ky. 94 crash, we can't comment any
Connector meets Ky. 80. more about the involvement of
According to the KSP report, alcohol, but we do suspect it to
Jonathan Herrell, 42, of be a factor, and charges could
Knoxville, Tenn., was driving follow."
east on the Ky. 94 Connector at
Patterson said a toxicology
a.m. test is conducted whenever KSP
1:38
approximately
Monday. At the same time, investigates a fatal accident. He
Mohammed Alyami, 19, was said there are sometimes clues
driving west on Ky. 80 with at the scene of a collision that
might lead police to suspect the
Balharith in the passenger seat.
Police said Herrell failed to use of alcohol, but that they canstop at the stop sign and entered not know whether or not crimithe westbound lane of Ky. 80. nal charges are appropriate until
striking Alyami's vehicle on the test results are complete.
"In any fatal collision, we
driver's side. Balharith was pronounced dead at the scene by have to get blood (samples)
Calloway County Coroner Rick from the people involved, even
Harris. Herrell was taken to the deseased," Patterson said.
Vanderbilt Medical Center in "So once those are returned,
Nashville, Tenn., the report said. usually what happens is ...
The investigation is continuing (police) confer with a prosecuRaymond tor to sec what charges might be
Trooper
by
necessary."
Chambers.

From Front

II Chamber nominations...
Chamber gets a vote, according
to Allison. In addition, an
Calloway County community awards committee made up of
during the 2010 calendar year. the
committee,
executive
Award nominees must he awards sponsor, and Chamber
Chamber members.
staff, get a separate vote. For
include
categories
The
Citizen of the Year, the past
Citizen of the Year, Stnall
living award recipients
three
Business of the Year, Mid-Sized
will
as well.
vote
Business of the Year, Large
"The system that we've creatBusiness of the Year, and
Agriculturalist of the Year. "We ed is the most fair and balanced
have several qualified candi- way of giving the award to the
dates to choose from this year," business or person who
Allison said.
deserves it," said Allison.
Large Business Award nomiThe award winners will be
nees must employ more than 50 announced at the 84th Murraypeople, and they must be Calloway
County
Annual
Chamber members. Also, anyDinner. Tuesday, July 19 at 7
one nominating a qualified busiPM at the Curris Center
ness must be a Chamber member. The submission deadline is Ballroom.
Call the Chamber at 753-5171
Thursday. July 7. at 4 p.m.
find out more information
to
Submissions may be e-mailed
attending the annual dinabout
or delivered to the Chamber.
Every member of the ner.

From Front
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AP Photo/Ed Reinke
TOWERING WORK: Workers maneuver a large section of steel into place
as they build a new water tower last week in
Louisville

She was only convicted of four
misdemeanor counts of lying to
investigators, and it's possible
that the judge could sentence
her Thursday to time already
served. The lying counts each
carry a maximum sentence of
one year.
It's not clear whether Anthony
would be welcomed back to the
house she once shared with her
daughter and parents. George
and Cindy Anthony left court
quickly after the verdict without
hugging or saying anything to
their daughter. Their attorney,
Mark Lippman, told ABC's
"Good Morning America" on
Wednesday that they hadn't
spoken With their daughter since
the verdict.
Anthony, 25, has been in jail
since her October 2008 arrest on
first-degree murder charges.
The case began in July of that
year when Caylee Anthony was
reported missing.
"I'm very happy for Casey.
ecstatic for her and I want her to

be able to grieve and grow and
somehow get her life back
together," defense attorney Jose
Baez said Tuesday. "I think this
case is a perfect example Of why
the death penalty does, not work
... Murder is not right, no matter
who does it."
Tears welled in Anthony's
eyes. her face reddened, her lips
trembled, and she began breathing heavily as she listened to the
verdict. She was found not
guilty of first-degree murder,
aggravated manslaughter and
aggravated child abuse.
Prosecutor Jeff Ashton told
NBC's
"Today"
show
Wednesday that the verdict left
him and other prosecutors in
shock.
"I think I mouthed the word
'wow' about five times," he
said.
Ashton said he respects the
way the jury handled the case,
and that he believes they
applied the law as they understood it

warship, where he was interrogated at sea by intelligence officials. Under interrogation,
%mune gave up what officials
called important intelligence
about al-Qaida in Yemen and its
relationship with al-Shabab
militants in Somalia. The two
groups have been known to
have ties, but the extent of that
relationship has remained
unclear.
After the interrogation was
complete, the FBI stepped in
and began the interrogation
from scratch, in a way that
could be used in court. After the
FBI read Warsame his Miranda
rights — the right to remain
silent and speak with an attorney — he opted to keep talking
for days. helping the government build its case.
"Why? Why? Why is a man,
who is a known' terrorist and
enemy of the United States,
being afforded these protections?" McConnell, R-Ky.,
asked. "And now, he is in the
hands of the civilian authorities
and will be given all the rights
accorded to a U.S. citizen in a
civilian court."

Twitter comes to White House for Obama

Anthony could go free after murder acquittal
By KYLE HIGHTOWER
Associated Press
ORLANDO,Fla.(AP)—The
not guilty verdict that could free
Casey Anthony by this weekend
stunned spectators, legal pundits and the prosecutors who
failed to prove she killed her
toddler daughter. A day later,
jurors were declining to say
how they came to their quick
decision, and even murkier was
Anthony's relationship with
parents who haven't' talked to
her since the trial ended.
A case that involved years of
forensic investigation, weeks of
testimony and untold hours of
media analysis was ultimately
decided by jurors in less than II
hours. Early in their'second day
of deliberations, the 12 men and
women concluded Tuesday that
Anthony lied to investigators
but wasn't guilty in the death of
her 2-year-old daughter.
Now Anthony waits to learn if
she could spend her first night
out of jail in almost three years.

By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Republican leader on
Wednesday accused the Obama
administration of undermining
U.S. national security by bringing a Somali man facing terrorism charges to New York for
trial.
In a speech on the Senate
floor, Sen. Mitch McConnell
assailed the administration's
decision, arguing that the
Somali citizen —• Ahmed
Abdulkadir
Warsame
—
belongs at the U.S. prison at
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, where
he could be tried by a military
tribunal.
"The administration has purposefully imported a terrorist
into the U.S. and is providing
him all the rights of U.S. citizens in court,- McConnell said.
"This ideological rigidity being
displayed by the administration
is harming the national security
of the United States of
America.Senior administration officials
said Tuesday that the military
captured Warsame on,April 19.
and then put him aboard a Navy

"Beyond a reasonable doubt is
a high standard," he said.
The jurors — seven women
and five men — would not talk
to the media, and their identities
were kept secret by the court.
But alternate juror Russell
Huekler said he feels compassion for Casey Anthony and
hopes she gets help because she
can "no longer live a life of
lies."
Huekler told The Associated
Press that he was shocked to
learn of the public's anger over
OM jury's acquittal of Anthony
Vfl'AstOeslet charge. '
•.
1 Tho ,
sejurors. they worked
really, really hard,- said
Huekler, who did not vote on
the verdict but sat through more
than 33 days of testimony as an
alternate. "I'm sure they looked'
at the law and the evidence that
was presentexi and unfortunately, the prosecution didn't meet
their burden of proof."

By JULIE PACE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama will
take on the -Twitterverse during
a town hall at the White House
Wednesday hosted by the popular social Media service Twitter:
The 2 p.m. - EDT event is
expected to focus on jobs and
the economy. Twitter "curators"
will help select questions for the
president that are representatk e
of the most popular topics submitted.online. the White House
said.

While questioners will have to
limit their inquiries to 140 characters, Twitter's maximum message length, the president will
have no such restrictions.
Instead of answering via Tweet,
Obama will go the more traditional route and answer verbally
in front of a live audience gathered in the East Room of the
White House,
White House spokesman Jay
Carney said Obama wasn
'
planning to embrace Twitter
spirit of brevity and keep hit
answers concise.

CONGRATULATIONSII
Gary Rhea of Murray!

Rules lets FDIC recover pay from failed bank execs
By DANIEL WAGNER
AP Business Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal regulators will be able
to take back two years of pay
from executives held responsible for a large bank's failure.
Executives deemed "negligent" and "substantially responsible" for a big bank's failure
can lose all of their compensation from the previous two years
under
rule
a
approved
Wednesday by the board of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Banks objected to an earlier
version of the rule, saying it

would induce key executives to "too big to fail" because their
depart at the first sign of trouble collapse could endanger the
rather than risking their com- broader financial system.
pensation.
Under the new rules, a teeterActing Comptroller of the ing financial company can be
Currency John Walsh, who sits taken over by the government,
on the FDIC board and shared broken apart, and sold off.
banks' concerns, said he
The FDIC is deciding for how
approves of the new standard.
the proceeds of those sales
The rule is part of the financial should be divided among comoverhaul that Congress passed panies and people who are owed
last summer. One section of the money by the failed bank.
law creates an orderly way to
The rule allowing regulators to
shut down large, failing banks to take back executive pay is part
prevent a crisis from spreading. of those plans.
The process aims to eliminate
The financial overhaul gives
the category of banks deemed the FDIC the lead in shuttering

New Concord Church of Christ

GOSPEL MEETING
Sun., July 10
Sunday:
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Worship 9:50 a.m.
(fellanship meal after morning cerviceN)

Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Monday - Wednesday:
7:00 p.m.

big companies because the
agency already is the government's bank-closing expert.
When regulators decide that a
bank is dangerously close to
failure. the FDIC seeks buyer‘
takes on some of the bank's
losses or sells off bank assets to
help cover the shortfall.
FDIC employees . also take
over banks' branches on Friday
afternoons and spend the weekend auditing financial records
and helping customers transition
to accounts with the acquiring
bank.

Winner of the Brinkman
5-Burner Gas Grill Give-away
from Sirloin Stockade!

SIRLOI

SE

Hwy. 641 South
Murray
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

Learn How To Cut Your
Mowing Time In Half

Wed., July 13
Speakers:
Sunda)
Stan Colley (Farmington)
Monday
David Williams (Eddyville)
Tuesday
Daniel Howell(Hardin)
Wednesday
Mike Tucker (Mayfield)

121 Artesian Dr., New Concord, KY 42076
270-436-5635
http://newconcord.net

• 3-in-1 cutting system
• 4" deep cutting deck
42" Or 50" wide
• Automatic braking system
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

0% Financing for 24 Months
MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
MURRAY

976 CHESTNUT ST

270-753-2571
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Obituaries
Virginia 'Jenny' Louise Nickell Willoughby

Robert Avril Aikin

Mildred Hollingsworth Tynes

Virginia "Jenny" Louise Nickell Willoughby, 82, ot Reidland,
died Tuesday. July 5. 2011, at 9:37 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital.
A native of Paducah, she was a former employee of Magnavox of
Paducah until she retired to raise her four children. She graduated
from Franklin Junior High in 1944 and Augusta Tilghman High
School in 1947.
In addition to her parents, Thomas Reese (Nick) Nickell and
Velina (Sibyl) Rowland Nickell, she was preceded in death by her
husband, Eugene (Spikey) Willoughby, Sr.; one son, Gene
Willoughby; two brothers, Cecil( Big Boy)and T. R. Nickell, Jr.
She is survived by one son, Tom Willoughby of Paducah; two
daughters, Sherry Willoughby and Bonnye Roof and husband.
Mark, all of Paducah; one brother, Carle Duane "Red" Nickell and
wife, Anna June, of Paducah; two granddaughters. Stacey Davis
and husband, Jason of Murray, Tamara Williams and husband, Bo
of Louisville; one grandson, Justin Roof of Murray; one greatgranddaughter of Murray: and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Sunday, July 10, 2011, at 2 p.m. at
the Milner and On Funeral Home of Paducah with the Rev. Paul
Hatcher officiating. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation will be Saturday, July 9. from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Society, 3140 Parisa Dr. Paducah, KY 42003;
or to the American Heart Association. 240 Whittington Parkway.
Louisville, KY 40222.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandon.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner and On- Funeral Home
of Paducah.

Robert Avnl Atkin. 92, died Friday, July 1, 2011.
Born May 19, 1919 in Mitchell, hid., the son of Arthur Avril Atkin
and Georgia Mantler Aikin, on Sept. 4, 1949 he married Barbara
Ann Sargeant of Seymour, Ind. They had two sons,
Robert Andrew (Andy) and Stephen Matthew
(Steve).
He served as a commissioned officer of the 2nd
Infantry Division, U.S. Army in the European
Theater of Operation from D-flay plus 1. June 7,
1944 until V-E Day May 8, 1945. He remained in Reserve status
until he retired in 1979 with the rank of Major, A.U.S. He earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering at Purdue
University. His career iriCluded the Department of Engineering of
the City of San Diego, the U.S. 1 1 th Naval District and the San
Diego County Engineering Department. He was Sunday School
Superintendent at La Jolla United Methodist Church where he also
ushered and taught Sunday school. He was also a member of the
building committee of the Hope United Methodist Church in
Rancho Bernardo, Calif. In Murray, he wa.att active member of the
First United Methodist Church andarthe First Presbyterian Church
of Las Cruces, N.M. He was a methber of the Board of Deacons. He
was a parent sponsor of the Albacore Jr. Drum and Bugle Corp. of
Pacific Beach, Calif., parent sponsor of Indian Guide Troop of
Crown Point Elementary PTA in Pacific Beach.
Preceding in death were his parents; and brother, Jack.
He is survived by wife. Barbara, of Salt Lake City, Utah; sons,
Andy and wife, Karen. Steve and wife, Lori: grandsons, Justin,
Trevor, Stephen. C.J. Strong; and nephew,Jack R.; two great-grandchildren; and step-granddaughters, Sara, Katherine and Michelle.
Arrangements are being handled by Goff Mortuary in Midvale.
Utah.

Mildred Hollingsworth Ty nes, 80, or Pearland. Texas, formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday. July 5, 2011.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Mignon

Dillworth

Birdie Mignon "Mickie" Vickers Davis Dillworth. 100, of
Paducah, died Wednesday. July 6, 2011, at her home.
She retired as a nursing aide who had worked at several area nursing homes and later as a private sitter.
In addition to her parents. Lee and Sadie (Wilson) Vickers, she
was preceded in death by her first husband, Stanley "Buck" Davis;
her second husband, Roy Dillworth; a daughter, JoNell Cornwell; a
son. J.L. Davis; four grandchildren; four sisters and three brothers.
She is survived by her children, June Bowerman, Linda Watson,
Sue Cash and Mable Rayburn, all of Paducah, and Jimmy Davis of
Freemont; a sister, Floette Noel of Kirksey; 24 grandchildren; 46
great-grandchildren; 20 great-great-grandchildren; and. several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Saturday. July 9, 2011, at 11 a.m. at
Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with the Rev. Don
Hilbrecht officiating. Burial will follow at Lakeview Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Visitation will be held Friday. July 8. from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Lourdes Hospice, P.O. Box 7100, Paducah, KY 42002-71(X).
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorncom.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner and On Funeral Home
of Paducah.

Patricia Ann Knodel

Majed Hussain Balharith

Lela Bloodworth

Majed Hussain Balharith, 19, a Murray State University student
from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, died Monday, July 4, 2011, as a result
of injuries sustained in a motor vehicle accident.
Services and burial will be held this week in Saudi Arabia.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillencom. Local
arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

A private family service will be held for Lela Ruth Allen
Bloodworth, 83, of South Fulton, Tenn.
A public visitation will be held Friday, July 8.2011,from 5-7 p.m.
at Hornbeak Funeral Chapel in Fulton.
Bloodworth died Monday, July 4. 2011, at II p.m. at the Obion
County Nursing Home.
Born May 23, 1928 in Obion County, Tenn., to Luther Allen and
Bethel (Boulton) Allen. she was a graduate of South Fulton High
School and later attended the University of Tennessee at Martin.
She worked for Henry I. Siegel, drove a bus for South Fulton
schools and was a longtime rural letter carrier in Fulton.
Preceding in death were her husband of 54 years, Harry
Bloodworth, whom she married in 1949 and who died in 2003; and
three siblings, Henry Allen of Miami, Fla., Alice Austin of Paducah,
and Louis Allen of Sierra Vista, Ariz.
She is survived by four children, David Bktodworth and wife,
Holly of Murray, Vicki Swift of Fulton. Susan Swearingen and husband. Don of Fulton, and Stuart Bloodworth and wife. Amy of
Tullahoma, Tenn.; six grandchildren, Tony Bloodworth of Los
Angeles, Calif., Jason Swift and wife, Emily of Jackson, Mo.,
Jeremy Swift and wife. Rachel of Water Valley, Justin Swift of
Water Valley, Jonathan Bloodworth of Tullahoma, and Alexandra
Bloodworth of Murray; five great-grandchildren; a brother, James
Allen of Mechanicsville. Md.: and a sister, Virginia Lee of Mount

Martha Lou 'Marty' Anderson
Martha Lou "Marty" Anderson, 52, of Murray, died Sunday, July
3, 2011, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a mother and a housewife and was of the Methodist faith.
Preceding in death were her parents, Woodrow Wilson and Vera
LaVanda Collins; and two brothers, J.C. and Eugene Collins.
She is survived her sons, Nick Anderson of Murray, Samuel Roy
Anderson of Owensboro, Woodrow Robert Anderson of Illinois,
and Howard Scott Anderson of Florida; three brothers, Gerald
Collins of Minnesota, Charles Collins of Mayfield. and Wilson
Collins of Fairdealing; three sisters; LaVanda Sue Raso of Waco,
Texas, Phyllis Perkins of Dexter, and Esther McMahon of Murray:
and two grandchildren, Anthony Gene Miller and Ethan Robert
Anderson.
A memorial service will be held Sunday, July 10, 2011, between
the hours of 1-4 p.m. at Central Park in Murray.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
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A memorial visitation for Patricia Ann Knodel. 73,of Murray, will
be held today. Thursday, July 7, 2011,from 2-4 p.m. at the home of
Jimmy and Patricia Edwards, 845 Cherokee Trail, Murray. KY
42071.
!Citadel died Saturday, July 2. 2011, at her home.
Born July 16. 1937 in South Fulton, Tenn., she
was a retired accountant for Stone Container of
Detroit, Mich.
Preceding in death were her parents, Leslie
Enoch and Mary Earline Verhine Campbell; and
two brothers, Cletus and Doris Campbell.
She is survived by her husband, Donald Knodel
.Knodel
of Murray, whom she married Sept. 27. 1975 in
Roseville, Mich.; two step-daughters, Patricia Edwards and husband. Jimmy of Murray, and Geri Gregory and husband, Phillip of
Warren, Mich.; two step-sons, David Paul Knodel and Donald H.
!Citadel, both of Warren; and three grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchilffimeralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Vernon, Ill.
Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com. Arrangements are being handled by Hombeak
Funeral Chapel.
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Joe B. Outland
Mr. Joe B. Outland. 88, of Murray, died Sunday. July 3, 2011, at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Mr. Outland was born in
Murray, on Sept. 22, 1922 to the late Joe Carlos Outland and Birdie
Pearl (Outland) Outland. Mr. Outland a retired
mechanic for Carroll Volkswagon in Murray. Mr.
Outland was a World War II U.S. Army Air Corp.
veteran. He was of Baptist faith.
In addition to his parents, Mr. Outland was preceded in death by his wife, Florence "Cotton"
Gipson Outland; two sisters, Lois Nell Rogers and
Sarah Alice McDaniel; also by one brother, David
Holt Outland.
Mr. Outland is survived by one daughter, Marsha
Outland
Jo Parrish and husband, Danny of Murray; one son,
Prentice Wade Outland and wife. Deborah of
Lexington; as well as several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be held on Friday. July 8,
2011, at 10 a.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens
with entombment to follow. Visitation will be held
from 4-9 p.m. tonight, Thursday. July 7. 2011 at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
This is a paid obituary
(The number oftunes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
spate.)

Kentucky

News in Brief
McConnell appeals to attorney general to move case
BoW LING GREEN. Ky.(AP) — U.S. Senate Republican
Leader Mitch McConnell sent a letter to Attorney General Eric
Holder on Tuesday repeating his request to reconsider holding
civilian trials for two Iraqis arrested in Bowling Green last
month, but the city commission won't be joining McConnell in
the request.
McConnell said the decision to treat Waad Ramadan Alwan and
Mohanad Shareef Hammadi as civilian criminal defendants in
federal court in Bowling Green is "ill-advised."
Alwan, 30, and Hanunadi, 23, were charged in May with trying
to send weapons and money to al-Qaida operatives in Iraq.
McConnell also told Holder that a Bowling Green trial is widely opposed by Kentuckians and their elected leaders.
The Bowling Green City Commission considered a resolution
Tuesday night that would have asked Holder to move the trial.
Mayor Joe Denning, who said earlier that he supported thexesolution, voted against it, and it failed 3-2.
Two members of the public spoke before the vote, and both
were against the resolution.

Deputy suspended after allegedly beating dog
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A sheriff in western Kentucky is
investigating a complaint that a deputy beat an injured dog with a
hoe.
Ohio County Sheriff David Thompson told the MessengerInquirer that state road workers made the complaint against
Deputy Randy Taylor. who was suspended with pay "until the
outcome of the investigation."
Thompson said the deputy answered a call on June 28 from
road workers reporting a dog had been hit by a car. The workers
said Taylor beat the dog in the head until they thought it was
dead, and they buried it.
Three days later another road crew found the dog alive, and
took it to a vet.
Thompson said the deputy was interviewed Tuesday, and the
results of the probe will be turned over to the Ohio County prosecutor, who will decide if' criminal charges are warranted.

Priest pleads not guilty to sodomy charges
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Roman Catholic pnest who was
removed from ministry last year has pleaded not guilty to seven
counts of sodomy.
An attorney for the Rev. James R. Schook entered the pleas
Tuesday in Jefferson County Circuit Court to three counts Of second-degree sodomy and four counts of third-degree sodomy.
Defense attorney David Lambertus declined to comment after the
hearing.
The charges against the 63-year-old Schook allege that he sexually abused two boys in their early teens in the 1970s. All of the
counts are felony charges.
Schook was at the center of a lawsuit against the Archdiocese
of Louisville that was recently dismissed. The plaintiff, Margie
Weiter, alleged she was fired for complaining about Schook
residing at the parish where she worked as a bookkeeper. Weiter
is appealing the ruling.

Capitol security gets reinforcements
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)-- A security force assigned to the
Capitol and other government buildings in Frankfort will be getting reinforcements.
Kentucky State Police Sgi. Brian Evans, who oversees the
detachment, said 15 additional officers will be added by early
September, bringing the total to 55.
Evans said staffing in the KSP's Facilities Security Branch had
dwindled through attrition in recent years, and the 40 remaining
officers were routinely working overtime to cover all shifts.
The additional officers will complete a training program at the
state police academy before reporting for duty.
The security detail is stationed at entrances to the Capitol and
other buildings to ensure the safety of government workers as
well as visitors.

Urgent news for DIABETICS with

BLADDER CANCER
The diabetes drug, ACTOS., has been linked to an increased
risk of bladder cancer. If you or a loved one has been
diagnosed with bladder cancer after taking ACTOS.,
ACTOplus met., ACTOplus MET. XR or duetact., call us now
at 1-800-THE-EAOLE about monetary compensation. No
fees or costs until your case settles. We practice law only in
Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
.
4,61
I -800-THE-EAGLE
Swint NMI,
(I-800-843-3245)
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MCCH to hold
feedback community groups

MCCH offers free
sports physicals

Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital
requests community feedback for how health
care can be improved in the Murray and
Calloway County communities. Community
groups will be hosted July 11, 12, 14 and 15,
beginning at 7:30 a.m. in the MCCH Board
Room located in the North Tower at the
Poplar Street entrance. Each session will last
approximately 1 1/2 hours and may finish
sooner. The community groups are open to
DatebOok everyone and participants
only have to
Sand Teague,
attend one session at one of the dates listed.
Community
R.S.V.P. to Melony Bray, MCCH Marketing
editor
Department at (270) 762-1381
or
mbray(.0 murrayhospital.org.

Johnson speaking tonight
Bill Johnson. Kentucky Secretary of State, will speak tonight.
Thursday. at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Center,607 Poplar Street, Murray.
A dessert buffet will be served. The public is invited. Donations will
be accepted. For more information, contact Bill Cowan at (270)
753-8865.

Photo provided

BAKING BREAD: The students of Murray Group Home
recently learned about the Jewish tradition of bread-making
and the spiritual significance surrounding it. Valetta Wann,
left, Tncia Foster and daughter, Julie, led the students in this
project. This is one of many programs provided at the Home
by the volunteers of New Beginnings Outreach Team, a
branch of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry.

Joplin, Mo. benefit to be held
A benefit for Joplin. Mo., tornado survivors will be held today and
tomorrow, July 7-8, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 605 N. 18th Street.
Murray. All proceeds will benefit survivors. For more information.
call 293-5596.

Legion Auxiliary Post #73 to meet

r more ofthe
Ledger and
ublishing or

American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit ff73 will meet tonight.
Thursday. at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek
.Drive. All wives,daughters or step-daughters veterans are invited to
join the group and get involved. This group loves to help veterans
and the community. Guests are welcome. Anyone with questions
may call Unit ff73 President Vera Meloan, 436-6356.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday, July 8, at I p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at
753-4803.
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Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

CCHS swim team to hold event
The Calloway County High School swim team will hold a
fundraising car wash at Walgreen's Saturday. July 9. from 9 a.m. to
noon.

Ladies Auxiliary Post 6291 will meet
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291
will have their regular monthly meeting Saturday, July 9. from 1-3
p.m. at the First Christian Church. All members are urged to attend.
For more information, contact Loretta Barrow at (270)489-2436.

Epilepsy walk to be Saturday
The Epilepsy Foundation of Kentuckiana's inaugural Murray
Walk for Epilepsy will be held Saturday, July 9, at the Calloway
County High School. Registration begins at 9 a.m. with the walk
beginning at 10 a.m. To pre-register, visit www.efky.org. All proceeds benefit the Epilepsy Foundation of Kentuckiana, a nonprofit
organization.

Bank of Cadiz plans Branson trip
The Bank of Cadiz is planning a "Branson Christmas" trip to
Branson. Mo., for Nov. 7-10. Highlights of the trip include the
"Daniel O'Donnell Show," "The Miracle of Christmas," -Clay
Cooper's Country Music Express" and more. Travel will be by
deluxe motorcoach and three breakfasts, two lunches and three dinners are included. Deposit for the trip is due-July IS. For more information, call the Bank of Cadiz. Murray Branch at 759-4852.

LAMP Home-schoolers to host seminar
LAMP Home-schoolers of Calloway County will host a free home
school mini-seminar on Saturday. July 23. from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
at Murray Family Church, 411 Maple Street, Murray. The fun, fastpaced seminar will feature several sessions geared toward giving
new and veteran home school parents information to make the home
school experience the best possible for their children. Snacks and
drinks are provided. More information and registration is available
at www.lamphomeschool.net or by calling Janet Inman at 436-2996
or Pam Jones at 293-7056.

MMS band to hold car wash event
The Murray Middle School Band will hold a fundraising car wash
Saturday. July 9, from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. at O'Reilly Auto Parts on
South 12th St. Money raised will help the band with their many
expenses during the upcoming year, especially the annual spring trip
and special instruction.

Calloway Clerk Avery
attends Circuit Clerks
Summer College
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT,
Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk Linda Avery participated
in the 2011 Circuit Clerks
Summer College held June 1416 in Florence.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet, Division of Driver
Licensing, sponsored the event
and provided training on fraudulent documents, driver education programs and services
available through the Division
of Driver Licensing's field
offices.
"The college was an opportunity for circuit clerks to receive
an introductory course on fraudulent
documents."
said
Stephanie
King-Logsdon,
McLean County circuit court
clerk and newly elected president
of
the
Kentucky
Association of Circuit Court
Clerks. "Circuit clerks, in partnership with the Division of
Driver Licensing. issue driver
licenses and non-driver ID cards
and thousands of citizens come
to our offices each year for these
services. Circuit clerks want to
stay current on new processes
and I appreciate the Division of
Driver Licensing for hosting
this important educational program."
Bill Heise, director of the
Division of Driver Licensing.
said he was glad the division
was able to offer training for the
circuit clerks. "We appreciated
the chance to enhance our partnership with the circuit clerks
and were pleased with the success of this college," Heise said.
In addition to transportation
issues, the circuit clerks
received updates from the

Courts on court-related issues,
including House Bill 463. the
state penal code reform act, and
other legislation from the 2011
Kentucky General Assembly.
The AOC also provided a session on language assistance for
domestic violence petitioners
and gave an overview of the
plan to replace the court system's case and docket management system. The college
offered 10.75 hours of continuing education credit.
Heise and AOC Director
Laurie K. Dudgeon addressed
the circuit court clerks during
the college. A Trust For Life
luncheon featured several other
speakers, including Chief
Justice of Kenfucky John D.
Minton Jr.(who provided videotaped
remarks), Attorney
General
Jack
Conway.
Transportation Secretary Mike
Hancock and Trust for Life representatives. The Kentucky
Association of Circuit Court
Clerks sponsors Trust For Life
to promote organ and tissue
donation through driver licensing and the Kentucky Organ
Donor registry.
In addition to King-Logsdon,
the Kentucky Association of
Circuit Court Clerks elected
other executive officers during
the college. Loretta Crady of
Hardin County is first vice president, Dianne Murray of Boone
County is second vice president,
Krissie Coe Fields of Barren
County is secretary and Kirk
Tolle of Mason County is treasurer. Jefferson County Circuit
Court Clerk David Nicholson is
the immediate past president.
The officers are elected to a oneyear term.

Administrative Office of the

Merryman SINKING SPRING
House has BAPTIST CHURCH
invitemou to attend our
item needs
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested
help for items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaced
from their permanent homes
due to violence. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items needed are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper,
paper towels, razors, feminine
hygiene products, shampoo and
conditioner, dish soap, laundry
detergent, bleach, cleaning supplies and old cell phones.
For more information on how
and where to make a donation,
call 759-2373. All donations are
tax deductible.
Merryman House is a United
Way agency.
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Special to tbe Lodger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital will host its annual free
sports physicals to local middle
and high school athletes on
Saturday, July 9 and Saturday.
July 16, from 8 a.m. to noon.
The physicals will be held in
the Endoscopy Department(former Outpatient Services) at the
west entrance of MCCH.
Volunteer physicians and nurses
will perform the physicals. To
receive a free physical, the student must be seventh grade or
above and enrolled in the
Murray Independent School
District, Calloway County.
School District or Eastwood
Christian Academy. The student
also must have a completed
medical history form signed by
a parent or guardian. No
appointment is necessary.
Last year, the two-day free
physical program saw 542 local
athletes with the support of 19
physician's and 40 other staff. At
an average cost of $100 per
physical, the free program'saved
local families approximately

Fort Donelson National
Battlefield announces events
Special to the Ledger
gram is scheduled for 6:30 p.m.
DOVER, Tenn. — A variety
• Saturday, July 23: The Civil
of events for all ages are being War Singers will offer a special
offered during the month of
concert at the Confederate
July at Fort Donelson Monument, Stop #1, at 6 p.m.
National Battlefield.
Parking instructions will be pro• Sunday, July 10: A special vided that evening.
Junior Ranger arts and craft pro• Thursday. July 28: At 10
gram will be offered at the visi- a.m., a special book club for
tor center,'along Highway 79, kids will be offered. Some and will introduce special ways copies of "The Mostly True
to get to know some of the ani- Adventures of Homer P. Figg"
mals that call Fort Donelson are available at no charge for
home. The program is sched- participants. Call (931)232uled for 2 p.m.
5706. ext. 108 for a copy. All
• Thursday, July 14: The ages are welcome.
park's Civil War film series continues at the visitor center with a
showing of the film from
Manassas National Battlefield
Park, in commemoration of the
150th anniversary of .the first
Battle of Manassas. The pro-

MATT'S
PC CHAT

Aluminum
cans needed
for fundraiser
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fundraising project.
Peggy Williams, director,
said,"These may be taken to the
center during regular hours; or
persons may drive through the
driveway on the west side of the
center and place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or
night; or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at
Murray
University
State
Stewart stadium parking lot."

fling Wills 0
d
user Aorki‘
&Gots

3: HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Red, White & Blue Sale

20% OFF
*All Trees & Shrubs
*Bedding Plants & Annuals

Saturday, July 9th
9am - 4pm
Carl Butler, Pastor
4185 Wiswell Rd. Murray
For more information or a ride, call 270-753-3289.

$542,000.
The free physicals are part of
the hospital's commitment to
support local school systems,
which also includes providing
school nurses and athletic trainers. For More information about
the program, contact Melissa
Ross, Health
Promotions
Coordinator, at(270)762-1832.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is a 152-licensed bed
medical center located at 803
Poplar Street in Murray. The
hospital has been serving the
medical and health care needs of
the Western Kentucky area for
more than 1(X) years. Murray
Hospital specializes in such
major areas as women's services, surgery, cancer, orthopedics,
neurology, psychiatric services,
emergency services and More.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is accredited by the
Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, the nation's oldest and largest hospital accreditation agency.

(cash & carry only)
Z444Certs6e1

by
Matthew
Barnes
Hello again.'technology Enthusiasts!
Matt here again with this week's PC
Chat. So often. we haw customers
that hose a need to enhance their
home or business printing ab.liaies.
Printers, much like computers. haw
come a long way in their technology
and in that process. hioe also become
more affordable. Usually. the biggest
choice a consumer can make in
choosing a printer is whether to purchase an Inkjet or Laser printer.
Inkjet printers are still the most common type of pnnter today. In most
cases. they are the most affordable to
purchase. Inkjet printers utilize ink
cartridges to print images to paper
While the printers themsdN es are reasonahl!, priced. a common complaint
among consumers is the cost if the
ink curt ridges Unfortunately. the
cost of tuk comes with the territory of
inkjet printers. In past times, consumers were also unhappy with the
wa ink would smear atter coming oil
the printer. With the ads ancements in
their technolog). the printer allow%
for faster dry ing time so that is no
longer an issue. If you are hoping to
.aoid these issues all together. the
vtion for Laser printers is out there.
[hey are usually a more expensise
machine hut many people find them
worth the money. These printers
titiliie a xerographic printing technique meaning the image is digitally
applied to paper with the use ot
laser beam. thereby eliminating the
need for ink. The picture is usually of
better quality than the inkjet's but you
will pay more for them. Bow es er.
many welcome the money sawd on
ink cartridges Companies such as
UP. Dell. and Cannon are wry. trusted
names tor both types of printers
I lei e at Bluegrass Computer Systems.
we sell ans printer to fit our needs.
Come see us on the square or call
270.761.2427 and let us help you
decide what is best for you Join us
here again on July 2Ist!
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Wedding highlights 1907
social season at Adsmore
Special to the Ledger
PRINCETON, Ky.- Mr. and Mrs. John
Parker Smith of Adsmore invite the public
to "Selina's Wedding to Dr. John
Osborne," featured through August 14.
"One of our visitors' favorite settings,
Selina's 1907 wedding features many
items mentioned in her bridal book and
newspaper clippings," said curator Ardell
Jarratt.
Step back with the Adsmore staff and
see the preparations being made for John

and Selina to marry in the parlour. The dining room, decorated with Selina's chosen
colors of white and yellow, is set for their
high noon wedding breakfast. Lavish gifts
of monogrammed silver, linens and crystal
are displayed in the library, and upstairs,
finishing touches are being applied to the
wedding dress and bridal trousseau.
The Smith-Garrett home, a stately circa
1857 Greek Revival house, has been
restored to its late Victorian grandeur and
is furnished with the family's personal

belongings. Listed in the National Register
of Historic Homes, the museum and
Carriage Shop are located at 304 North
Jefferson St. The house is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Sunday from 1:30-4 p.m. Also on the
grounds is the log Ratliff Gun Shop where
the story of Princeton's first gunsmith is
told. Call (270) 365-3114 or e-mail
adsmore@vci.net for additional information and special group rates.

Park rangers to perform at Fort Donelson
with the release of the CD set
Special to the Ledger
Lower
the
of
DOVER,Tenn.- On Friday, "Songs
July 22, at 1 p.m. at the Dover Mississippi Delta," a compilaHotel, park rangers Matt tion of 39 songs and spoken
Hampsey and Bruce Barnes, word pieces relating to the hiswill perform live at Fort tory and culture of the Delta.
Donelson National Battlefield. Among the pieces related to the
Performing with them will be battlefield are "The Battle of
fiddler Gina Forsythe, percus- Fort Donelson," a piece that
sionist Leroy Etienne, and features a poem that written by
bassist Michael Harris. Also W.E. Maurey, a soldier taken
in
during this program will be a prisoner at Fort Donelson
afternoon
long,
hour
The
1862.
from
performance of excerpts
a
production, performance by Hampsey,
original
the
Barnes,
and
player,
guitar
blues
"Stories From da Dirt 1." The
a vocalist and accordion player,
play written by Dr. Nancy J.
will be free and open to the
Dawson, utilizes research she
public.
conducted about the African
The CD and the performAmerican presence at Fort
ance highlight the rich cultural
Donelson. The play is officially
diversity and history found in
recognized by the National
the music of the lower
National
Service,
Park
Mississippi Delta. Every song
Railroad
Underground
has a tale to tell, from historic
Network to Freedom.
monologues and poetry set to
The performance coincides

music, to work songs, ring
shouts, blues, and coded spirituals. Song selection is based
on either a specific connection
to a national park in the lower
Mississippi Delta, or to the
region in which the park is
located. Among the songs on
the CD related to other parks
include the Sonny Boy
Williamson II composition
Eyesight to. the Blind, as well
as other Mississippi' Delta
blues, work songs, and the
music of South Louisiana.
The performers, all accomplished musicians, have deep
roots in these regional musical
styles. Hampsey has more than
30 years experience in blues,
jazz, and Louisiana music.
Barnes has released five CD's
with his band "Sunpie and the
Louisiana Sunspots." Gina
Forsythe is an accomplished

Cajun fiddler and vocalist who
plays with Bruce Daigrepont.
Leroy Etienne, Zydeco percussion and vocals, grew up in a
Creole speaking household and
has a deep connection to this
music. Harris, a veteran New
Orleans bassist, is well known
in the city as a performer in the
gospel, zydeco, and• blues
styles.
The CD is funded through a
Lower
the
grant from
Mississippi Delta Initiative
whose goals are to preserve the
region's cultural and natural
resources, and to enhance heritage tourism within the region.
Copies will become available
through the New Orleans Jazz
National Historical Park.
For additional information,
contact the park'staff at (931)
232-5706, ext. 101.

Market House Theatre holds auditions
Special to the Ledger
Ky.
PADUCAH,
Paducah's Market House
Theatre will hold auditions for
"The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee" will be
held Monday and Tuesday,July
11-12 at 6:30 p.m. in the main
theatre.
With music and lyrics by
William Finn and book by
Rachel Sheinkin, this hilarious
hit musical tale chronicles the
experiences of six quirky adolescents vying for the spelling
championship, which is run by
three equally quirky adults. All
roles will be played by adults
ages 18 and up.
"This is a very funny show

that allows adults to play the
awkwardness of-middle school
age kids and at the same time
shows us the endearing qualities of youth and how they are
learning to cope with modem
life," said director Michael
Cochran. He added, "Some
improvisational comedy skills
are needed, as a few spelling
contestants will be selected
from the audience during each
performance, with the actors
making up middle school bios
on adult audience members,
which is also part of the fun."
Roles include: Marcy Park
(mezzo soprano), who speaks
six languages and is good at
everything: Leaf Coneybear

(tenor) who was second runnerup in the school bee and thinks
he shouldn't even be there;
William Barfee (baritone), who
spells with his foot and is
chronically congested; Olive
Ostrovsky (soprano), whose
best friend is her dictionary;
Chip Tolentino (tenor) is arrogant until an unfortunate
mishap results in his early
Logainne
elimination;
Schwartzandgrubennierre
(mezzo soprano) has a lisp and
two stage fathers; Mitch
Mahoney (baritone-tenor) is an
ex-con serving community
service hours as a "comfort
counselor" for the kids who are
eliminated; Rona Lisa Peretti
(soprano) was a one-time winner of the bee, now officiating

CeWte coee W
our patients LOVE us!

faded away, and
realize it until
didn't
I
could hear again
-St-eve Wctrtit

Audiology&Hearing Center is AudigyCertifiedr"

Patient of Dr. Milliano

Its like a new world to
hear clearly without
big hearing aids in
your ears. The solutions
offered through
Dr. Wham have truly
changed the way I hear.

As the most experienced Doctor of
Audiology in Western Kentucky,
D. Tony Mahan° has the education,
expenence and knowledge to provide
sound solutions for your life.

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - After a
held-over
record-breaking,
three-week run in Memphis.
"Memphis Heat: The True Story
of Memphis Wrasslin- documentary makes its Paducah
debut Friday, July IS. at the
Maiden Alley Cinema. The
movie will run on an exclusive
basis for one weekend only.
"Memphis Heat- tells the
wild and wooly tale of Southern
wrestling; beginning with the
carnival days of Sputnik
Monroe and Billy Wicks in the
late 1950s. "Memphis Heat"
continues, with the Jackie
Rossi/Saul
Fargo/Len
Weingeroff masked-men and
tag-team dominated '60s. The

• Twilight Theatre presents
three original one-act plays at
Kenlake State Resort Park
Friday and Saturday. Dinner
will be served at 6:30 p.m. and
the show begins at 8 p.m. The
runs Fridays and
show
Saturdays through July 30. For
tickets or more information, call
436-2399.

Pond
Golden
• The
Planetarium in Land Between
the Lakes presents laser light
shows Tuesdays. Fridays and
some Saturdays at 7 and 8:30
p.m. For more information, visit
www.lbl.org or call (270) 9242000.
• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry presents the Stars of

CSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH hi-

(

-Tony Milliano,
Au.D., Doctor ofAudiology

-R.C. Rey
Patient of Dr. Milliano

Vacation Bible School
July 10-14 • 6 -8:30pm
Ages 3-6th Grade
(Dinner served each night )

Audiology

It's an awesome
feeling to hear this well.
have my life back!

Ceriter
Hee77711"1111"

- Aaron. Scketr
Patient of Dr. Militant)
'When you trust us with your hearing,
you don't just get hearing devices, you get

Value. Delivered.
[Rf 3-Year Loss and
Service Excellence
Damage Insurance.*
Guarantee in Writing.
54 Complimentary 75-Day Trial, yr 3-Years Free Batteries
54 3-Year Warranty.*
'Applicable with the purchase ofon AGA'',

I feel like I've
been given a gift,
getting my hearing
bock. Now I can hear
my grandchildren!

For the convenience(Jour patients.

888.717.0030

-SFripts are available to
check out at the theatre ahead
of the audition. No song preparation is necessary, as everyone
will learn one of the musical
selections from the show as
part of the audition. For more
information contact the Market
House Theatre at (270) 4446828. MHT business hours are
Tuesday through Friday from
noon to 5 p.m.

Maiden Alley Cinema
to screen wrestling doc
film continues on into the raucous '70s and '80s with the upand-coming Jerry Lawler and
Jimmy Hart and the rise of Jerry
Jarret as one of the great
wrestling promoters. who kept
one of the richest (and last)
wrestling businesses in the
country. The film covers the
rich history of Mid-South
wrestling, based around Roy
Welch and Nick Gulas'
Southern territory, where the
wrestlers were all based out of
Nashville and went all over
Louisville.
Kentucky
and
Paducah
Lexington,
Bowling Green - to Evansville,
Ind., and back down into.
Arkansas.
Memphis,
Mississippi, and Alabama.

Arts in the Region
Part of my life hadjust

CALL US TOLL-FREE AT

it, Douglas Panch (nonsinging) is the vice principal
and infatuated with Rona.
Cindy Miller is the musical
director. Performances will be
Sept. 1-4, 8-11 and 15-18,

Photo provided
Pictured is wrestling pioneer Jackie Fargo. who is featured in
the documentary -Memphis Heat."

1711 N 121 Bypass • Murray
150 Brett Chase, Ste B•Paducah

- Betsy Petty

Family
Night
Kickoff
Sunday,
June 10th
4011Po"7"11 6:00pm
.................. ..... •
Join U5 for inf)atables, food,
snowcories, popcorn and more...

Patient of Dr.!Ninon°

Westside Baptist Church

Medicare
and Most Insurance
Accepted

207 Robertson Rd. South • Murray

www.wkyhearing.com

Call 270-753-8240 for more information

Tomorrow show at 7.30 p.m.
Friday. Al the same time
Saturday. Alen Hilbert's George
Jones tribute band will perform.
At 10:30 a.m. each Sunday. the
Opry also hosts the Kentucky
Lake Cowboy Church. For tickets to shows. call (270) 5273869 or 1-888-459-8704.
• Maiden Alley Cinema presents Woody Allen's new critically acclaimed comedy "Midnight
in Paris," starring Owen Wilson
and Rachel McAdams through
Thursday, July 14. For details
and other show times, visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Janice Mason Art Museum
in downtown Cadiz presents an
exhibit featuring work from the
Trigg County Quitters Guild
through Aug. 7. The museum
is open Tuesdays through
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sundays from 1-4 p.m
• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Pickin'
& Grinnin" through Aug. 11
and "Always ... Patsy Cline"
through Sept. 2. "The Fabulous
'50s Show' will run through
Aug. 26, and "Red, White &
Tuna" will run July 6 through
Aug., 10. For tickets or more
details, visit www.grandriversvariety.com or call 1-888-3624223.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteague murrayledge r.com.
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The Murray Bank donates to
MSU's Agriculture Campaign
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray Bank recently
donated $6,000 to Murray State
University's
Agriculture
Campaign for Research and
Education
of
Students
(A.C.R.E.S.) in order to continue investing in the education
and success of students at
Murray State University.
A.C.R.E.S. is an effort to raise
$1.5 million toward the purchase of a 250-acre research and
laboratory farm, equipment,
buildings, fences, advanced
technologies and other farm
improvements.
In 1998, a group of local business leaders felt there was a
need to have a locally-chartered,
independent bank in Murray and
subsequently began the organization of Calloway County's
first "grass roots" bank charter
since the 1930's. The Murray
Bank, founded in 1999. is the
only locally owned bank in
Calloway County and part of its
mission is to be a leader in the
community by investing their
resources to promote a better
way of life.
Bob Hargrove, executive vice
president of The Murray Bank,
said "We feel that this donation
follows the ideals of The
Mission
Bank's
Murray
Statement in that it will help
promote agriculture and give
students a greater real-life experience while attending Murray
State."
Tony Brannon, dean of the
Hutson School of Agriculture.
said corporate and individual
the
for
support
donor
A.C.R.E.S. campaign is continuing to grow and is vital to the
success of the campaign as it is
critical to have broad based.
industry wide support.
Brannon said he and his students are thankful for donors like
The Murray Bank who are willing to donate to this important
cause.
"We are deeply appreciative of
The Murray Bank for making
this gift in support of our ACRES
campaign," Brannon said.
The new University Farm will
allow the school to significantly
expand its crop production laboratory which will allow for field
trials in addition to small plot
work and allow MSU agriculture
, to interface even more closely
with the agricultural industry.
The University Farm will also
offer significant employment
opportunities for students.
"The main goal of having university farms is to help educate
our students," Brannon said.
"Due to the limited farm experience of many of our students,
the availability of expanded uni-

The Murray Bank donates
A.C.R.E.S. campaign.

Photo provided
DONATION: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 presented a donation of $200 to Need Line
in April 21. Pictured from left are Jean Novak, Nancy Buchanan, Field Rep, Jean Bird, Tonia
Casey, executive director for Need Line, Dot Bazzell, Brooks Rose and luta Hutson.

laboratories
farm
versity
becomes an even more critical
part of their education. Even
though most of today's students
won't be farm owners, handson-farming experience and
awareness is an important part
of their education and preparation for careers that directly
relate to the production and
agribusiness sector of agriculture. Proudly. many of our past
graduates have gone to work in
the financial services area."
Brannon said the Hutson
School of Agriculture has grown
tremendously in terms of students, programs and laboratory
needs. The school currently has
771 students, an overall 7.83
percent increase in 2010 alone.
The Murray State Hutson
School of Agriculture is the second largest program in the state
but its student-to-acre ratio is
the lowest in Kentucky and in
the five-state service region.
However, with help from donors
like The Murray Bank, the
Hutson School of Agriculture
will be able to educate students
more effectively by allowing
them hands-on experience
working in the farm.
Individuals wishing to give to
the A.C.R.E.S. campaign can
donate a tax deductable gift that
will be used to purchase farm
. acreage and improvements and
can be pledged over a five year
period. For more information
on the A.C.R.E.S. campaign
contact: Paul Radke, Director of
Development, Hutson School of
Agriculture, at 1-877-282-0033.
The Murray Bank serves its
customers with two offices:
405 South 12 Street and 700
North 12th Street. Murray.
More Information about The
Murray Bank can also be found
by visiting the website,
www.themurraybank.com.

FEMA deadline for
Kentuckians is July 18
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Less
than two weeks remain for
Kentucky .residents affected by
the severe storms, tornadoes and
the
struck
that
floods
Commonwealth between April
12 and May 20 to register with
Emergency
Federal
the
Management Agency (FEMA)
for disaster assistance. The
FEMA registration deadline is
Monday, July 18.
Storm survivors in 22 designated Commonwealth counties
must register with FEMA in
order to obtain federal disaster
grants and low-interest loans.
Registration is the first step in
that process and opens the possibility of a wide range of assistance.
To register or to have questions answered about FEMA
disaster assistance applications,
call (800)621-FEMA (3362) or
(800) 462-7585. Registration is
also available online at
www.DisasterAssistance.gov.
Information about the U.S.
Small Business Administration
(SBA) and the disaster loan
application is available by calling (800) 659-2955 or visiting

SBA online at www.SBA.gov.
"Time is running out for those
people who need disaster aid to
FEMA
said
register,"
Coordinating Officer Steve
Ward. "We don't want people
who are eligible for assistance
to miss out."
FEMA disaster assistance can
include grants for temporary
housing and home repairs,
replacement of essential household items and clothing, and
other programs to help individuals and business owners recover
from the effects of the disaster.
Registration also is necessary to
apply for SBA low interest disaster loans to cover losses not
covered by insurance.
The July 18 registration deadline is for residents of Ballard.
Carroll,
Carlisle.
Boyd,
Crittenden, Daviess, Floyd,
Hardin,
Graves,
Fulton,
Henderson, Hickman. Jefferson,
Johnson, Lawrence, Marshall,
McCracken,
McLean,
Livingston, Pike, Union and
Webster counties in Kentucky.
Additional information about
this disaster is available at
and
www.fema.gov
www.kyem.ky.gov.

Get Gmen Block.; for 15

cv..1.- r-,tts Its the easy way to promote green energy in the

Tennessee Valley. With every Green Power Block purchased you're helping support the regional
production of renewable energy from wind, solar and biomass. Each block you purchase is a $4
addition to your monthly power bill. Buy one or buy as many as you like. The green power you
purchase goes straight into the grid right here in the Tennessee Valley. So do your part, sign up at
greenpowerswitch.com. call 1-866-673-4340 or call your local power company.
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New Designer Ready 1,952 sq. ft. vacation home with
private access to 160,000 acre Kentucky Lake!
Walk to Marina! Located in desirable lakefront community with recreation center,
infinity edge pool & 150 acre nature preserve. Must See!

EXCELLENT FINANCING!

0811 Now!
1-800-104-3154 ext.3681
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SECTION B
e-mail: sports@murrayledger.com

MLB BASEBALL: REDS 9, CARDINALS 8

Racers set to
play exhibition
series in
Toronto early
next month
GAMES MARK FIRST.
ONFOREIGN SOIL
FOR RACERS SINCE
2005 UNDER CRONIN
From MSU Athletics
Murray, Ky. — New Murray State
men's basketball coach Steve Prohm is
taking the Racers to Toronto, Ontario
(Aug. 4-9) for a set of three exhibition
games, which mark his first as the Racers'
head coach and the program's first foreign
tour since 2005.
The first game for MSU is against
University
Brock
(Aug. 5) at Bob Davie
Gym in the Toronto
St.
of
suburb
Catherine. After an off
day (Aug. 6), the
Racers take on AGame Hoops (Aug. 7),
a senior select team in
a game played in the
city of Missisaauga at
the Hershey Center.
MSU's third exhibition
contest (Aug. 8) is also at the Hershey
Center against ABA Canada All-Stars,
another senior select team.
"We're very excited about the trip and
the chance to get an extra 10 days of practice," Prohm said. "This trip will give our
team the opportunity to grow and get to
know one another."
The Racers have an outstanding group
of returners including, Ohio Valley
Conference First Team selection Isaiah
Canaan (Biloxi, Miss.). Canaan, a junior,
was the 2010 OVC Freshman of the Year.
Senior Ivan Aska (Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.) is
also a former OVC Freshman of the Year
in 2009. Other returners include, seniors
See RACERS,2B

Cardinals rally falls short
REDS BLOW EIGHT-RUN LEAD,
HOLD ON FOR ONE-RUN
VICTORY IN 13 INNING TO
AVOID SWEEP AGAINST
DIVISION-LEADING CARDS
BY R.B. FAUSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP)*— Pinch-hitter
Ramon Hernandez doubled in the
go-ahead run in the 13th inning as
the Cincinnati Reds survived blowing an eight-run lead and beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 9-8 on Wednesday
night to avoid a three-game sweep.
Chris Heisey, Jay Bruce, Fred
Lewis and Scott Rolen homered for
the Reds, who led 8-0 in the fifth but
managed only three hits over the
next seven innings.
Bruce drew a leadoff walk and
Drew Stubbs singled with one out
ahead of the hit by Hernandez. the
last regular on the Cincinnati bench,
off Raul Valdes (0-1).
Matt Holliday homered for the
third time in two games and Albert
Pujols had an RBI single in a fiverun seventh for the Cardinals. Pujols
was 1 for 6 in his first game since
returning a month ahead of the
timetable from a broken left wrist.
Jon Jay homered in the ninth off
Francisco Cordero to force extra
innings, only the third blown save in
20 chances for the Reds closer.
Daniel Descalso, who matched
his career high with four hits and had
two RBIs, vatted at third base,
moved to second on a double-switch
in the 11th and back to third in the
13th for St. Louis.
Jose Arredondo(1-3) allowed two
hits and struck out two in two
innings for the Reds, who had lost
four of five. Aroldis Chapman
allowed a hit before finishing for his
first career save and hit 100 mph on
the scoreboard radar on a called,third

strike to Jay that ended it.
Heisey's leadoff home run
sparked a reconfigured lineup that
produced five runs in the first 12
pitches against Jake Westbrook, who
barely made it out of the first one
start after throwing seven shutout
innings against Tampa Bay.
Westbrook was charged with seven
runs in 4 1-3 innings.
Bronson Arroyo faced the minimum through five innings, allowing
only Descalso's borderline infield
single in the third before fading.
Descalso barely beat the pitcher to
the bag after first baseman Joey
Votto's high, looping throw, and official scorer Gary Mueller upheld the
call not long before Tony Cruz doubled to open the sixth for St. Louis'
second hit.
NOTES: Westbrook had no
strikeouts for the second time this
season, the other time was June 12 at
Milwaukee when he gave up four
runs in five innings. He had been 61 with a 3.93 ERA in 10 previous
night starts this season. ... Cardinals
reliever Brandon Dickson singled off
Arroyo in the seventh on the first
pitch he faced in the majors. ...
Jonny Gomes is 0 for 13 as a pinchhitter after striking out in the Ilth....
Corder° had converted eight straight
save chances and allowed one earned
run in his previous 13 innings. ..
Arroyo has allowed five or more
earned runs eight times this season.
JEFF ROBERSON / AP
... Chapman has five scoreless outCincinnati Reds left fielder Chris Heisey leaps but cannot reach a
appearances
since
coming
ings in six
Louis Cardinals' Matt Holliday during
off the DL from a shoulder injury ball hit for a home run by St.
baseball
game Wednesday in St. Louis.
of
a
seventh
inning
the
June 24.

SERVICE 2Z-I HOURS BY LOCAL PEOPLE
w1E HAVE A "LIVE" OPERATOR IN MURRAY!
INSTALLATION FREE!(UP TO 2 OUTLETS),

:13

CALL TODAY! 753-5312
www.murray-ky.net
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2011 FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CUP:SWEDEN 2, UNITED STATES 1

Sweden uses early penalty kick to
squeak by No. 1 ranked United States

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

BOTH SQUADS*
ADVANCE OUT OF
GROUP C AND INTO
ROUND OF 16
By NANCY ARMOUR
AP National Writer
WOLFSBURG, Germany (AP) — Lisa
Dahlkvist converted a penalty, Nilla
Fischer scored on a free kick and Sweden
beat the Americans for the first time in
World Cup play on Wednesday night, a 21 victory that forces the U.S. to play Brazil
in the quarterfinals.
Abby Wambach got the Americans back
in the game in the 67th minute with her
first goal of the tournament. But just as
they have all year, the Americans squandered many other chances to score. It's the
fourth loss since November for the world's
No. 1 team after going more than two years
without a defeat, and their second to
Sweden this year.
It's only Sweden's fifth victory against
the U.S. in 30 games, and first in four
World Cup meetings.
Sweden team members celbrate their side's 2nd goal during the group C
As the Group C winner, Sweden will match between Sweden and the United States at the Women's Soccer World
play Australia on Sunday in Augsburg. The Cup in Wolfsburg, Germany, Wednesday.
Americans will face Brazil, whom they
beat in the last two Olympic finals, in box in the 14th minute to earn a penalty the net.
The U.S. pulled a goal back in the 67th
kick. Dahlkvist took the penalty, curling it
Dresden.
Solo
Wambach headed — actually, it was
the
net.
Hope
when
left
side
of
into
the
Sweden's
As the final whistle sounded,
players rushed onto the field, gathered in a dived in full stretch, but the ball was just more like shouldered — in a corner kick
circle and began dancing. They then took a beyond her fingertips. The Swedes gath- from Lauren Cheney with an assist from
victory lap around the field, delighting the ered for a group hug in front of the goal the head of Sweden's Fischer. It was the
many Swedish fans in the crowd of 23,468 while Swedish keeper Hedvig Lindahl first goal of the tournament for Wambach
waved her hands at the other end, urging and her 10th overall at the World Cup, secwho whistled and cheered.
ond among Americans to the 12 scored by
Both teams were already through to the the Swedish fans to cheer even louder.
The goal snapped Solo's scoreless Michelle Akers.
qtiarterfinals. But, with the edge in goal
The Americans had plenty of chances to
differential, the Americans needed only a streak at 796 minutes, second longest in
equalize,
but struggled once again to finended
a
run
of
eight
history.
It
also
U.S.
by
avoid
Meeting
Brazil.
Led
draw to
ish. Lindahl punched away Lauren
Marta, the five-time FIFA player of the shutouts, dating back to March 2010.
Sloppy defending cost the Americans Cheney's cross to Wambach at the far post
year, Brazil was runner-up to the U.S. at
the 2008 and 2004 Olympics, and finished again in the 35th, when Rachel Buehler in the 29th minute, and Amy Rodriguez
second to Germany at the 2007 World Cup. was whistled for dragging down Therese banged a gimme chip over Lindahl off the
But the Americans have been spotty all Sjogran about 25 yards out. Nilla Fischer, crossbar three minutes later. Lindahl
filling in as captain with Caroline Seger punched away a hard shot by Megan
year, and this game was no different.
With German chancellor Angela Merkel suspended, hammered a free kick into Rapinoe in the 54th after Rapinoe neatly
watching with the Germany squad, LePeilbet's thigh. Solo, already moving to sidestepped Sara Thunebro. and World
Sweden put the U.S. on its heels early after her left, was caught off-guard and could do Cup rookie Kelly O'Hara missed a wideAmy LePeilbet tripped Lotta Schelin in the nothing to stop the ball from bouncing into open net from about 8 yards in the 86th.

Pyeongchang awarded 2018 Winter Games
after ten years of waiting and two defeats
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
DURBAN,South Africa(AP)
— Persistence paid off for the
of
Korean
city
South
Pyeongchang.
After a decade of trying and
two defeats, it won the right to
host an Olympics — the 2018
Winter Games — beating two
European rivals Wednesday in a
landslide vote.
"Koreans have been waiting
for ,10 years to host the Winter
Games," bid leader Cho Yang-ho
said. "Now we have finally
achieved our dream."
Pyeongchang routed Munich
and Annecy. France. in the first
round of a secret ballot of the
International
Olympic
Committee. Needing 48 votes for
victory, Pyeongchang received
63 of the 95 votes cast. Munich
received 25 and Annecy seven.
The Koreans narrowly lost in
previous bids — the 2010 and
2014 Olympics.
Pyeongchang will be the first
city in Asia outside Japan to host
the Winter Games. Japan held
the games in Sapporo in 1972
and Nagano in 1998.
"I was surprised by the one
round victory," IOC President
Jacques Rogge told The
Associated Press. "I was surprised by the margin. Definitely
the patience and perseverance of
the Koreans has been rewarded.
"The fact they showed the
vision that they wanted to introduce winter sports in Asia has
also played a role."
Korean delegates erupted in
cheers in the conference hall
after Rogge opened a sealed
envelope and read the words:
"The International Olympic
Committee has the honor of
announcing that the 23rd
Olympic Winter Games in 2018
are awarded to the city of
Pyeongchang."
Waving Korean flags and
wearing bid scarves, the
Pyeongchang delegates broke
into chants. South Korean
President Lee Myung-bak shook
hands with reigning Olympic figure skating champion Kim Yuna, who was in tears.
"I am lost for words about
now," Kim told the AP. can't
say anything right now. I'm really excited. It will ep very good to

compete in my own country."
It was the first time an
Olympic bid race with more than
two finalists was decided in the
first round since 1995, when Salt
Lake City defeated three others
to win the 2002 Winter Games.
Had no majority been reached
in the opening round, the city
with the fewest votes would have
been eliminated and the two
remaining cities gone to a second
and final ballot.
Pyeongchang had been determined to win in the first round
after its previous two defeats.
The Koreans had led in each of
the first rounds in the votes for
the 2010 and 2014 Games but
then lost in the final ballots to
Vancouver and Sochi.
Munich had tried to cut into
Pyeongchang's geographical and
sentimental pull by arguing it
was time to take the Winter
Games back to their traditional
roots in Europe.
"Today the decision was
about a third bid," Munich bid
CEO Bernhard Schwenk said.
"Pyeongchang, a new market.
the new horizons. It was a clear
decision about the direction
where they want to take the
games to."
Pyeongchang, whose slogan
is "New Horizons," campaigned
on the theme that it deserved to
win on a third try and will spread
the Olympics to a lucrative new
market in Asia and become a huh
for winter sports in the region.
The Korean victory followed
the 1OC's trend in recent votes,
having taken the Winter Games
to Russia (Sochi) for the first
time in 2014 and giving South
America its first Olympics with
the 2016 Summer Games in Rio
de Janeiro.
In their presentation to the
vote,
before
the
10C
Pyeongchang delegates asked
the IOC to reward the country's
persistence after 10 years of bidding.
"We never gave up, and tried
again and listened to your advice
and improved our plans," said
Kim lin-Sun, the former governor of Gangwon Province, where
Pyeongchang is located.
"I believe it is my destiny to
stand in front of you for the third
time," he said, his voice choking
and eyes welling with tears."Our
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Major League Baseball
All Times COT
American League
East Division
W
L Pct
New York
51 34.600
Boston
51 35.593
Tampa Bay
48 39.552
42 46 477
Toronto
Baltimore
36 48.429
Central Division
W
L Pct
46 39.541
46 42 523
43 45 489
38 47 447
Kansas City
36 51 414
West Division
W
L Pct
47 41 534
Texas
46 42 523
Los Angeles
43 44 494
Seattle
Oakland
39 49 443

GB
—
12
4
1012
1412
GB
112
412
11

Tuesday's Games
N Y Yankees 9, Cleveland 2
Boston 3, Toronto 2
Texas 4, Baltimore 2
Kansas City 5, Chicago White Sox 3
Minnesota 3, Tampa Bay 2
L.A. Angels 1. Detroit 0
Seattle 4, Oakland 2. 10 innings
. Wednesdays Games
Tampa Bay 12, Minnesota 5
Kansas City 4: Chicago White Sox 1
Detroit 5, L.A. Angels 4
Oakland 2, Seattle 0
Cleveland 5, N.Y. Yankees 3
Boston 6, Toronto 4
Texas 13, Baltimore 5
Thursday's Games
Tampa Bay (Niemann 3-4) at N.Y.
Yankees (Colon 6-3), 6:05 p,m.
Toronto (C.Villanueva 5-11 at Cleveland
(McAllister 0-0). 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Arrieta 9-5) at Boston
(A.Miller 2-0), 6:10 p.m.
Oakland (Harden 1-0) at Texas
(D.Holland 6-4), 7.05 p.m
Detroit(Scherzer 9-4) at Kansas City
(Duey 1-3), 7:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Pavano 5-6) at Chicago
White Sox (Humber 8-4), 710 p.m.
Seethe (Fister 3-9) at L.A. Angels
(Weaver 10-4), 9:05 p.m.
•
Friday's Games
Tampa Bay at N.Y. Yankees, 6:05 p.m.
Toronto at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Boston, 6:10 p.m.
Oakland at Texas, 705 p.m.
Detroit at Kansas City, 7:10 p.m.
Minnesota at Chicago While Sox, 710
p.m.
•
Seattle at L.A. Angels, 9:05 p.m.

Central Division
W
L Pct
47 41 534
St Louis
46 42 523
Milwaukee
45 42 517
Pittsburgh
44 44 500
Cincinnati
35 53 398
Chicago
Houston
30 58 341
West Division
W
L Pct
48 39 552
San Francisco
47 41 534
Arizona
41 46 471
Colorado
40 47 460
San Diego
37 50 425
Los Angeles
Tuesday's Games
Washington 3, Chicago Cubs 2
Pittsburgh 5. Houston 1
St. Louis 8, Cincinnati 1
Atlanta 5, Colorado 3
Philadelphia 14, Florida 2
Arizona 7. Milwaukee 3
NY Mets 6. LA Dodgers 0
San Diego 5. San Francisco 3
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 3. Arizona 1
Washington 5. Chicago Cubs 4
Houston 8, Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 9. Colorado 1
Florida 7. Philadelphia 6, 10 innings
Cincinnati 9. St. Louis 8, 13 innings
N.Y Mets at LA Dodgers 9 10 p m
San Diego at San Francisco, 9 15 p m
Thursday's Games
Colorado (Nicasio 3-1) at Atlanta
(T.Hudson 7-6), 12.05 p m
Chicago Cubs(Garza 4-7) at
Washington (1.Hernandez 5-8), 6:05
p.m.
Houston (Happ 3-10) at Florida (Hanill
0-3), 6:10 p.m.
Cincinnati(H Bailey 3-3) at Milwaukee
(Narveson 5-5). 7:10 p.m.
Arizona (J.Saunders 5-7) at St. Louis
(McClellan 6-5). 7:15 P.m
N.Y. Mets(Gee 8-2) at L.A. Dodgers
(Kershaw 8-4). 9:10 p.m.
San Diego (Luebke 2-2) at San
Francisco (Zito 2-1). 915 p.m.
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia. 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh, 6.05 p.m.
Colorado at Washington, 6.05 p.m.
Houston at Florida, 610 p.m.
'Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 710 p.m.
Arizona at St. Louis, 7:15 p.m:
San Diego at L.A. Dodgers. 9:10 p.m.
NY Mets at San Francisco. 915 p.m.
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National League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
55 33.625
Philadelphia
Atlanta
52 36.591
44 425.12
10
New York
45 43,511
10
Washington
Florida
39 48.448 1512

SportsBriefs
•Murray High School Boy's Soccer will hold tryoouts for any players in grades 8-12 that have not played for the Tiger soccer team in the
past and would like to be a part of the team in 2011. These tryouts will
be held on Tuesday, July 12 at 6 p.m. and Wednesday, July 13 at 4 p.m.
at the Mallory France Soccer Complex on the campus of Murray High
School. Players are required to have a current physical exam and shin
guards in order to tryout. For more information, contact Jim Baurer at
270-752-0229.

•Entries are now being accepted at the Murray-Calloway Co.(KY)
Parks and Recreation Department for two upcoming youth baseball
tournaments. The MCCP is sponsoring the West Kentucky Classic on
July 22-24 and the Back To School Bash on August 5-7. The tournaments are open to all-star and travel teams in 8u, 10u, 12u and 13u age
divisions. The tournaments will be held in Murray, KY. For more tournament information call 270-762-0325 or email tab.brockman@murrayparks.org.

THEMBA HADEBE

AP

International Olympic Committee President Jacques
Rogge opens the envelope announcing that
Pyeongchang has won the bid to host the 2018 Olympic
Winter Games in Durban, South Africa, Wednesday. The
IOC voted by secret ballot from a field of three candidates- Pyeongchang, South Korea; Munich; and Annecy,
France.
"Now Korea wants to give
people have waited for over 10
years for the Winter Olympics. back to the Olympic movement
Today I humbly ask for your sup- and to the world," he said.
port for the chance of hosting the 'Pyeongchang 2018 is a national
Winter Games for the first time priority of the Korean government and has been so for the last
in our country."
Going last in the presenta- 10 years. I guarantee you the full
tions, Pyeongchang hammered and unconditional support of the
home the message that South Korean government.
"We worked hard, well make
Korea has shown its determinayou proud."
tion time and again.
Pyeongchang displayed a
"We have kept our commitment to the Olympic family for world map showing where the 21
over 10 years," said Cho, the bid Winter Olympics have been held
chairman."We have been prepar- — 19 in traditional markets in
ing for quite a while. We are Europe and North America and
only two in Asia. It was a page
ready."
President Lee, speaking out of the effective strategy
entirely in English, recalled the employed by Rio, which used a
impact on his country of hosting world map to highlight that the
the 1988 Summer Olympics in Summer Olympics had never
been in South America.
Seoul.

sense that it gives us a chance
From Page 1 8
Jewuan Long (Jackson. Tenn.) to run practices in July and
and Donte Poole (Las Vegas, we'll have a good feel for what
Nev.) and juniors Ed Daniel we have. Otherwise we wouldAla.)
and n't be able to evaluate our kids
(Birmingham,
Brandon Garrett (Phoenix, in a five-on-five setting until
mid-September. On the flip
Not since the 2006-07 sea- side, it throws a lot more on our
son have the Racers had such a staff in the middle of the all
large group of new players. Six important July recruiting perinew faces will wear the MSU od."
The first practice for MSU
uniform for the first time in,the
2011-12 season. They include a is July 19. Per NCAA rules, the
pair of junior transfers in Racers can conduct 10 pracLatreze Mushatt (Saginaw, tices prior to their departure.
Mich.), who sat out last season The NCAA allows for a foreign
with the Racers as a transfer trip for a school once every
from Missouri-Kansas City, four years and student-athletes
and Stacy Wilson (Mullins, can participate only once in
S.C.) from Coffeyville (Kan.) their collegiate careers. Games
Community College. The oth- must be against teams outside
ers are freshmen including: the USA.
The games will be played
Jaylen Bland (Reseda, Calif,),
Zay Jackson (Hammond, La.), using international titles which
Harley Nussman (Pearland, differ from the college game.
Texas) and Tyler Rambo International rules feature a
larger lane and play is conduct(Grandview, Mo.).
"Just getting everyone ed in four 10-minute quarters
together so they can begin to and jump balls. The internagel as a team is important tional game also uses a 24-secbecause it has been a long time ond shot clock, different than
since we've had this many new the college 35-second clock.
players,- Prohm said. "We've Players are also allowed to
got to get acclimated to one touch the ball on or above the
another. The players need to rim cylinder.
The team will also get to do
get acclimated to their coachsome sight-seeing on the trip
es."
With a new coaching staff north of the border including a
and a team with six newcom- day trip to Niagara Falls, N.Y.
The Toronto trip will be
ers, the Toronto trip comes at a
MSU's first since 2005 when
good time for the Racers.
"Well that's two-fold," they visited Ontario, Canada
Prohrn said. "It's perfect in one under head coach Miclk Cronin.
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Attest:
ss Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

Local agricultural dealership is now expanding
their service department and seeks qualified
applicants for the position of Service Technician
at their Mayfield location. Openings also available at other locations. Indicate preference on
resume. Applicants should have experience
with modern agncultural equipment Applicants
must be dependable, hardworking, and able to
interact with customers in a professional manner. We offer a competitive wage and benefit
package. ODE. Please send resume to
Service Manager, PO Box 432, Mayfield, KY
42066.
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060
Legal
Notice

Ordinance Number 2011-1542 an ordinance to
rezone a 1.766 acre section of land located at 633
North 4th Street owned by Greg and Rida Williams
from R-2(single family residential) to B-2 highway
business I. The recommendation is based the following findings of fact: The future land use map identifies this property as commercial use; the proposed
zoning will be more appropriate than the current
split zoning, making it consistent with the remainder of the property: and the front part of this property has been zoned for commercial use since 1974

at Milwaukee

at San

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots FIN Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility VenJoe,
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Vans
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Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •
Fax: 753-1927
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My husband. Fred Hamilton.
recently passed away and my family

Old Country Store

and I want to express our deepest
gratitude to all of you. Our hearts are
overwhelmed by the love, prayers, phone

Hiring for all positions.
Must be available to work
nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Cracker Barrel

calls, cards, food, visits, support and
tender care that you have given to him
and that you have given to us. With an
ever grateful heart we say

rMURRAY

Thank You to:
Family & friends, Angels Attic, Dr. Daniel
Butler. Dr. William Giese. Dr. William

Mom in Almo opening
home to babysit children infant - 4yrs of
age. Call Melissa at
(270)873-8012
for
more information.
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom'? Give
me a call.
731-336-3891
references available

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.356
140
Want to Buy

Full-time job vacancies at Murray campus
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications
Administrative Specialist - 511.83/hr

Oxygen. Heritage Family Funeral Home,
Vanderbilt Hospital. Primary Care Medical
.

Ambulance

Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatejobs.com
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, M/F,D, AA employer.

• God Bless You All •
From The Hamilton Famik,

DER'sKEEPEI151
est.aoti

Antiques • Furniture • lion.
103 N. 3rd St. • Murray, KY
(270) 761-5814

.111.1„„

C.A. Jones
GET THIS 1X1 Management Group is
accepting applications
AD FOR ONLY for the following
positions for a
$75.00 PER
temporary assignment
MONTH
that will begin in June:
CALL 753-1916 Customer Service
Representative &
Order Entry Clerk
Billboard
for
rent
Positions available on
between Hazel and
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Murray. $200.00/mo.
Please submit your
270-492-8211.
resume to
careers@chuckiones.net
THE Murray Ledger &
Or apply in person at
Times considers its
sources reliable, but 306 Andrus Dr,
Murray, KY.Visit
inaccuracies do occur.
www.chuckjones.net
Readers using this
information do so at for complete job
descriptions and other
their own risk. Although
persons and compa- full time employment
opportunities.
nies mentioned herein
If hired, applicants
are believed to be repmust pass a backutable, The Murray
check and drug
ground
Times,
nor
Ledger &
any of its employees screen.
accept any responsibilCOMMUNITY assisity whatsoever for their
tant manager needed
activities.
to assist community
director with all operations. Murray student
housing community.
JUST give us a call,
Full-time.
Apply
we'll be glad to help,
www.lyndweb.com
Your loved one we'll
EDMINSTON
try to find,
Marketing is expanding
all
have
'Cause we
and looking for detailed
Furry or Feathered
oriented
individuals
Friends Here at the
who enjoy working in a
Ledger & Times.
fast paced environment. Customer servCall 753-1916 ice and computer experience preferred, but
not required. Visit
www.edmistonmarketing.corn to fill out an
online application or eArea child care cente
resume
mail
to
experienced
needs
Aliciattedmistonmarteacher. Call 753-2077
keting.corn

Clinical Practitioners
Full-time APRN position is now available with
the oldest and largest behavioral health
organization in Western Kentucky. Top
candidates will have interest in working with
substance abuse problems, mental illness,
and/or developmental disabilities. Position will
be stationed in Paducah but may provide
off-site services in other counties.
Minimum Qualifications: Must possess a
degree in Nursing and hold a KY APRN
license in Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing.
Must be able to pass background checks.
Minimum Salary: Salary is commensurate
with experience and licensure level, competitive benefits are available. Applications are
available to print out at www.4rbh.org. Mail
application with your resume and license to:
Anne Thurman, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 BroadWay, Paducah, KY 42001.
Open until ftlled. EOE

060

060
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DRIVERS needed.
Metzler Bros. Transport
Company located in
Duncansville, PA
Looking for drivers to
run loads from twelve
mile,
in
area.
Competitive
wages
with possible increase
after 90 days. Paid
computer miles: average 2300- 3200 miles
week; Hour time possibly through week usually out 7-10 days.
Requirements: Tanker
endorsement. Benefits:
Health, Dental. 401K.
Call
866-900-3309
Can download driver
application
at
Metzlercompanies.com
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

Help Wanted
FULL-TIME
Bookkeeper/Receptioni
st with growing company. Must be good communicator, work well
with others and be able
to
multi-task.
QuickBooks
experiis
ence
required.
Benefits package available. Please apply in
person at Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 N.
12th St., Murray.
Leasing professional.
Full-time in busy
Murray apartment community. Prefer leasing
experience. Apply @
www.lyndweb.com
LPN 2P-10P MON.,
TUES., AND WEDS.
10p-6a, Thur &
Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

PECO
Accepting

resumes
All sales Careers
& other positions
Send to:
P.O.Box 363
Murray, KY
42071
Route sales drivers.
Purity Dairy in Murray,
Ky. Class B CDL
required. Experience
preferred . To apply
visit:
www.deanfoods.com/c
areers

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

Band sawn cypress
lumber. 1x4 through
1x12. 8' long through
16' long. KT&L Timber
company. Greenfield.
TN. 731-235-3858
office.
731-571-3499 cell.
Band sawn cypress
lumber. 1x4 through
1x12, 8' long through
16' long. KT&L Timber
company. Greenfield.
TN. 731-235-3858
office.
731-571-3499 cell.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELK1NS

1BR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, IBA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 2BR, 1BA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00 Call Hamlet
North Apartments.
270-753-7559
2BR
garage
apt..
stove. refrigerator. No
pets. 227-7414.

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
2001 16x60 Fleetwood.
2BR, 1BA. Must be
moved. Call 293-0620
2006 Clayton 16x80,
3BR. 2BA. vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525
Mobile Homes For Rent
Newly
remodeled
16x80 3BR, 2BA at
appliances furnished
On private lot close to
town and school. No
pets $475/mo plus
deposit. Call 293-1761
or 753-7930
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR Apt....kome utilities
paid, no
$270/mo. 767-9037

fri

MOVING SALE
97 RIDGELANE
COURT. MURRAY
SATURDAY 7/9
SUNDAY 7/10
8:00 • 2:00
Curio cabinet,
computer desk,
household items
some yard tools.
chairs, Christmas
items, loveseat, t v
stand. mower
727-534-5010

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

GARLAND
RENTAL

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Ape
270-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
LARGE 2BR. 2BA,
C/H/A. 1.5 blocks from
MSU. Pets okay with
$425 plus deposit. Pet
allowed. References
required. 492-8069.
970-8412.
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent
2
Bedrooms,
Unfurnished,
City
Schools, Stove, Fridge.
A/C, New Heating
System, W/D Hookup,
Garage, Big Fenced
Back Yard, So. 9th
Street. Annual Lease,
$550. Tel
270-873-4791
2BR house Southwest
of Murray. No pets.
References required.
$425.00/mo+dep:Ait.
270-435-4226
3BR, 1BA house. 204
S. 15th. $650/mo plus
deposit. No pets.
753-1718

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

need Jometuhfr,

store your 441.2

112/. Equal apportunrty

Computers

STATE UNIVERSITY

. Conckright, Intrepid home Health Care.
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospice, Legacy

Center. Murray-Calloway Co. Transit
Authority, Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital &

Steven G. Sacora.
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA (3-5 yrs experience
required).
Benefits include 4-day
work
week. Email
resume to julie@sacora.com

Apottrrwtts For Rent

VERY nice 3BR, 2BA in
Murray.
1
year.
$1100.00/mo + deposit.
270-293-0136

Real Eitel@
%tunas Ledger .31 !mesh.,

Itemising Act Notice
All real estate athertised hervin
,-ubrit Sr the Federal I
lusing Act, which make,
.-4a1 to advertise am
limitation or discrin,
based on race, color, mm
poll, set., handicap, ramilul ••
Ms or national ongtn, or int,
iin to make am such prc.
Innitatiom.or diwrin)

if you've got it, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

-,•.ite lass torhiti diwnminit)
the sale, rental of advert',
real estate bawd on factor..:ditivin to thrice pnity,),
under federal law
We will knowingly airegt )
advertming tor rear estate iii
is not in isilation ill the lair
perkins as) berets inforr,
that all dwellings adterhsed
available on an equal opport,
nits basis
for further assistance with Fair
ising Advertising, require-

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

1r1t.lit

HUGE MOVING
SALE
66 BLISSFUL VIEW
DRIVE
(SARATOGA
SPRINGS UNIT 2)
FRIDAY 8-3
SATURDAY 8-12
Furniture, baby gear,
toys, tons of name
brand children's
clothes, decor,
household items, t.v.
Everything Must Go!

The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Tunes

NAS Counsel

Ole r

4S-1000

r

ake Property
gER.l

GOOD building lots on
resort. Near expensive
homes. Water and
electric available. From
$17,000.00
to
$49.000.00. Will
consider trades.
270-227-3859

Rii

rnmercial Prop,
For Sale

BENEFIT SALE
TIRED of CD's
paying 1%??'7
For Sale: Commercial
Building Union City,TN
Great Location yearly
$34,200.00
rental income
4,000 square feet
Multiple units
$395.000.00
731-446-7099

605 N. 18TH STREET
THURSDAY 7/7
FRIDAY 7/8
7:00- 3:00
Baby - adult clothing, house hold goods,
furniture, & much more.
100°c of proceeds from this sale will be donated to the tornado survivors in Joplin, MO Sale
held indoors. All left over items will be donated
to Angels Attic

Commence' Prop. For Rent
METAL Building locat
ed 406 1/2 Sunberry
Circle, Murray, KY.
40x40, 12ft. walls. insulated,
heats
gas
$300/mo. Call
270-436-2935.

SUBSCRIBE
0

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
$750 00/month
270-492-8211

subscribe to the
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&O
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
('rinser of 121 s & Glendale.
10X10 $25 10xI5 $40
12701 436-2524
1270) 293-6906

LF,Ralli&TIMES

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Shih-tzu
Male/female
shots,
$300.00 &
2 70 - 80 4
evenings

Home Delivery
Local Mail
rIl•rwa),
$30.00
3 mo.
$30.00
6 mo...............$55.00 3 mo.
$55.00
$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
1 yr.

puppies.
CKC
wormed,
$400.00
- 8 1 03

Rest of KY/TN
i pun car & tiuk.hanan,
3
6 mo.
1 yr

3 PARTY YARD
SALE
218 SOUTH 11TH
STREET
MURRAY
FRIDAY 7/8
8:00 - 5:00
SATURDAY 7/9
8:00 - 2:00
Something for
everyone baby clothes to small
appliances

1
I Check

$90.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
mo.
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name_
I St. Address
I
City
I
•
I State
1

Zip

Daytime Ph.
,
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1(140
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

a.
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ESTATE AUCTION

For Sale By Owner

2,500 sq.ft 4BR. 2.5BA, 2 car garage, 2.67
acres, wooded lot, open living space. 18'
Cathedral ceiling. 3 miles east of Murray.
A.B Lassiter Rd $270,000. 270-293-4079

FALWELL ESTATES
• Various lot sizes
available
• Underground city utilities

(270) 753-9250
Robertson Rd. South

[
12
1ake Property

BY
FOR
SALE
OWNER SPACIOUS
LAKEVIEW
HOME
ADDITIONAL
WITH
LOT
2BR, 1.5BA TWO
STORY
HOME
LOCATED IN PINE
BLUFF SHORES ON
KENTUCKY
LAKE.
PROPERTY HAS A
DETACHED
GARCARPORT:
GAGE:
REAR AND FRONT
APPLIDECKS.
ANCES MD, LOCATED ON CRANFIELD
DR.; NEW CONCORD,
KY. ADJOINING LOT
WITH A GREAT VIEW
OF THE LAKE. YEAR ROUND
DOCK
BELOW THE PROPERTY.

Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR. 2BA. 2
car garage. carport.
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249.000.00
731-247-6193
Brick, 1850SOFT, 34BR, 2BA. 1.24 acres
in city limits $87,000
270-293-4938

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

Sport Utility Vehicles
06 GMC crew cab Z
71, loaded, red with tan
leather, 98K. Asking
$17.500.
06 Lexus GX 470 silver
with gray leather, all the
options, brand new
Michelin tires, 100K.
Asking $22,400.
270-293-6430

DAN MILLER, AUCTIONEER (270)435-4144
DARRELL BEANE. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL. BROKER/AUCTIONEER (270)767-9223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
terrydpaschallrealestate.com
Services Offered

Lots For Sale

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

I k_

ontractors, tI

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore
jantesgalliotorecyahoo com
www.geelle.weeblyeom

(270) 759-0890

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
AFFORDABLE
APPLIANCE
REPAIR

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers I to 9
in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Suctoku increases horn Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

Dave Gwen

35
6

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

gift
'
Carpet& Floor
Covering
You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
www.hiltelectric
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.
ALL CARPENTRY
CONSTRUCTION
Framing, additions,
decks, mobile home
repair, water damage
and more.
Larry Nimmo 753-2353
227-0587
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220

Servicing Murray
& surrounding area
$40 Service Cal:
(270) 227-0826

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
EON'V TRAVIS

270-753-2279
Custom
bulldozer
work
Demolition, ponds dug,
lots leveled & cleared.
Free estimates
270-227-0906
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357
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Services Offered

520
Servica Offered

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All!
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916
,r visit our wehsite
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
No Job Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Licensed & Insured
270-906-2072
270-293-5509
David K. Edwards

G&H
CONTRACTING
Construction
Roofing Carpentry
Fencing • Decking
Landscaping
Design * Installation
'Maintenance
Lic. & Ins.
FREE ESTIMATES

LEARN TO FLY

753-7728

490
Used Cars

Lot and a half for sale
with trees. Perfect for
walkout
basement.
1414 Oakhill Dr. Call
978-0876 or 759-5469.

For our auction needs contact:

Galliniore Electik

Nice 3BR, 2BA home
in great neighborhood
Reasonable offers
PRICE AT $66,500.
$135,000
615-389-7788 AFTER considered
270-293-1599
PM.
5:00
270-559-9263
Newly Built
VACATION
LAKE
HOME
On 1.71 ACRES
only $97,500
New designer ready
1,952 SF vacation
home w/ private access
acre
to
160,000
Kentucky Lake. Walk to
Marina! BONUS: FREE
Boat Slips! Located in
lakefront
desirable
community vv/ recreation center, infinityedge pool & 150 acre
nature
preserve.
financing.
Excellent
Must see. Call now 1800-704-3154, x.3674

SATURDAY, JULY 9TH AT 10:00 A.M. AT THE HOME OF THE LATE
MR. JAKE KANAGY. 400 Barnett Road.
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy 80 to Hwy 121, follow to Beech Grove
Road, follow across Hwy 94 to 400 Barnett Rd. From Murray, KY take
Hwy 94 west past Kough Equipment, turn left onto Beech Grove Road,
follow to Barnett. Signs posted.
Will sell a nice 1989 Geo Metro car, U.S. Army 1903 Springfield 3006 No.
939498 Springfield D. 12 guage. 22 single shot Remington rifle model 33,
windmill lamp tables, table lamps, rocker recliner, old wood kitchen chairs,
dressers, china cabinet, cedar chest, bookcase, books. Kirby vacuum, desk,
microwave, inversion table, sewing machine cabinet, porch swing, clocks,
hickory rocker, picnic table, smoker grill, couch and chair, nightstands, double stainless steel tubs, roll top desk, hide-a-bed sofa, rug loom, electric
heater, washer and dryer, chest freezer, bunk beds, LP radiant wall heater,
old quilt tops, carnival glass pitcher and goblets, sets of china dinnerware.
KitchenAid mixer, lots of dishes, lots of nice pretty cups and saucers, dutch
oven, tupperware, bread pans, coffee maker, bread box, folding chairs,
electric milk separator,'electric butter churn, electric meat grinder, electric
meat slicer, sausage stuffer, hand meat grinder, hand meat saw, like new 10
h.p. Troy-Bilt chipper, Troy-Bat tiller. eXmark 52" mid deck riding lawn
mower, push mower, Rockwell table saw, radial arm saw, air compressor.
router table. 2 routers band saw. scroll saw, finish nail gun, hand planers.
antique hand drills, old hand cornhuskers anvil, bench grinder, electric
grinder, metal cart with shelves, metal shelving, lawn roller, lawn spray, lawn
spreader, leaf blower, Husky,chatrisaw, hedge trimmer, Echo hedge trimmer, Reese fifth wheel camper hitch, short box Chevy topper, lots of antique
hand tools, many items not listed. A good clean auction. Lunch will be by the
family. Not responsible for accidents.

Murray Ledger & Times

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates.
starting at $15
270-753-2405

•Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839

(270)978-2623
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weal) & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All 'four Septie Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulct,
(270)293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable
& Dependable
Flee Estimates
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Hemp 270-437-3044

530
Services Offered

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

(270)703-0978
(270)205-6063
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp
293-8814

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
1. iinthn%,xr

No Job Too Big
or Too Small!
• New Homes
• Remodeling
Licensed & Insured
uork (;uaranteed
(270) 227-691 3

530
Services Offered
Mitchell's Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Droe
Ways, Bush Hogging,
New Lawn Installation,
& Mowing. Now
Hauling Dirt, Mulch,
Gravel & Sand.
227-0906
Free Estimates
R & K Clock Shop
3037 Estes Lane,
Paducah, KY. Will
clean, oil and regulate
antique Wall. mantel.
and
Cuckoo
Grandfather
clocks.
Repair work also performed. Honest and
reliable. 270-415-3109
ask for Randy

'WAYNE HIGGINS
RACKHOE SERVICE
• Septic Systems

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

• Excavating

In Business since 1988

(270)227-6160

Free
Pallets

•Asphalt Installation

270-759-4685

Loading Dock of

*Seal coating &
striping

Murray Ledger &

40 yrs experience

Times

(270)759-0501

r,t
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

PAINTER NEEDED?
30 yrs. experience
Interior/Exterior
No job too big
or too small
1531 W. Broadway,
Mayfield, KY
270-247-7589
270-804-9155

Drivers: Class-A CDL
Drivers Needed.
Immediate Openings
Local, Regional and
OTR runs. Home
Daily. Lexington/
Louisville. KY and
local surrounding
areas 866-270-2665 (2
yrs recent exp req)
www.abdrivers.com

between Somerset, KY
and Paris, IN. Have
regional and long haul
as well! OWNER
OPERATORS NEEDED-GOES FIRST!
Vans. Flats and
Reefers welcome!
Must have own tractor,
Call anytime at 502797-1344

Drivers- GOOD
MILES! Regional Truck
Drivers start at 37 cpm
w./1+ years experience. HOME EVERY
WEEK. Affordable family benefits. Call 888362-8608, or visit
AVERITTcareers.com.
EOE.

FLATBED DRIVERS 'Home Weekends
'Tarp & Extra Stop
Pay •Safety Bonus
52,000 Referral
Bonus •W900 KW's. 2
Yrs. Exp. Requited.
800-648-9915 Ext.
250. Apply www.boydandsons.com

Drivers- Midwest'
South, TX Regions!
National Distributors.
49+ cpm Teams. 39+
cpm Solos OTR Pets
Welcome. Class-A
CDL. Minimum 12
Mos. 877-334-9677 or
www.drive4ndl.com

Get all you need to
succeed! Van and
Flatbed Divisions.
Great Starting Pay!
Plus lots of extras.
$500 Sign-On for
Flatbed. CDL-A, 6mo
OTR 888-801-5295
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• Well Pumps

Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick •Concrete
Decks • Fence
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information
about placing a 25word classified in 70
newspapers for only
$250
BUSINESS FOR
SALE
Successful Truck
Accessory Business
for sale. Price includes
forklift, Truck lift, inventory. tools. Owner will
train, will consider help
with financing.
$35,000. 615-4488085
BUSINESS SERVICES
DISH Network delivers
more for less!
Packages starting at
$24.99/ mo. Local
Channels Included!
FREE HD FOR LIFE!
Free BLOCKBUSTER
movies for 3 months.
1-866-240-3844
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS- Band/
Chainsaw- Spring
Sale- Cut lumber any
dimension, anytime.

MAKE MONEY and
SAVE MONEY, In
stock, ready to ship.
Starting at $995.
www.NorwoodSawmill
s.com/300N 1-800578-1363 Ext. 300N

Job placement assistance. Computer available. Financial Aid if
qualified. SCHEV cert
fled. Call 800-4819409
www.CenturaOnline.co

HELP WANTED
-ABLE TO TRAVEL"
Hiring 10 people. Free
to travel all states.
resort areas. No experience necessary. Paid
training &
Transportation. Over
18. Start ASAP. 1-888853-8411
Over 18? A Can't miss
limited opportunity to
travel with a successful young business
group. Paid training.
Transportation/
Lodging provided
Unlimited income
potential. Call 1-877646-5050.
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical, 'Business.
'Paralegal,
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

REAL ESTATE
Newly Built! Lake
Vacation Home on
1.71 acres only
$97,500. Designer
ready 1952' vacation
home. Enjoy private
access to 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake.
Walk to manna!
BONUS: FREE Boat
Slips! In desirable
lakefront community w/
recreation center, infinity-edge pool & 150
acre nature preserve
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. 3659
SERVICES

ALLIED HEALTH
career training- Attend
college 100% online.

DIVORCE with or without children $99.95.

Includes name change
and property settlement agreement.
FREE information.
SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy. Call 1-888789-0198 24f7.

$750 per week! No
experience needed!
Local CDL Training!
Job ready in 3 weeks!
1-877-243-1812

GUN SHOW July 9-10.
Sat. 9-5 & Sun. 9-4.
Somerset THE CENTER (2292 Hwy 27S)
Buy, Sell, Trade. Info:
563)927-8176.

ACT NOW! DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
FOR COVENANT. No
Experience needed.
Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training. 1st year avg.
$38,000 Tuition
Financing Available
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644

Play Where the
Hooter's Tour plays.
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in
Georgetown rated the
number one public
course in Kentucky.
Call 502-570-9849 for
tee times

ATTENTION DRIVERS: Earn $.40 per
loaded mile plus Tarp
and other tees. ClassA CDL Required. Local
and Regional flatbed
to choose from. WVT
877-SCIILLI.
www.wytonline.com

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

BTC Increases Driver
Pay! Start .41/mile
Home every weekendl
Exp. Flatbed Drivers.
Assigned Equipment
Builders
Transportation. 1-800238-6803
www.btcflat.com

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

160 hours Class-A
CDL training. See why
Delta is different.
Tuition reimbursement
and job placement
available with major
OTR/ local carriers.
BBB. Mt. Sterling, KY,
1-800-883-0171.
wwwciettatruckdrivingschool.com
25 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to drive
for TMC
Trainsportationl Earn

CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/ BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No COL. No problem'
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available.

888-780-5539
CDL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL
No Money Down CDL
Training. Work for us
or let us work for you!
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities. 'Trainee
'Company Driver
'LEASE OPERATOR
Eam up to $51K
'LEASE TRAINERS
Earn up to $80k
(877)369-7192
www.centraltruckdrivingjobs.com
Driver- CDL-A
Experienced OTR
Dnvers Up to $3000
Bonus. Up to .39c per
mile. 888-463-3962 6
mo. OTR exp. & CDL
Req'd
www.usatruck.jobs
Drivers- CDL-A
Experienced Drivers
OTR, Regional &
Dedicated Runs. Up to
50c per mile. Class-A
CDL & Hazmat Req'd.
800-942-2104 Ext.
7307 or 7308
www.lotalms.com
Drivers- CDL-A Start
up to 45c per mile!!
Sign-On Bonus!! Great
Home Time!! Lease
purchase available.
Experience Req'd.
800-441-4271 xKY-100
HornadyTransportation
.com

Drivers- No
Experience- No
Problem. 100% Paid
CDL Training.
Immediate benefits.
20/10 program.
Trainers Earn up to
49e per mile! CRST
VAN EXPEDITED 800326-2778
www.JoinCRST.com
Drivers Short haul
dedicated runs

Home Weekends.
OTR Flatbed.
Guarantee pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. No
Tarp Freight, 0/Ops
Welcome. Call Today
for Details. 800-5545661 ext 331
www.awItransport.com

90 days required. Up
to 42cpm w/ additional
mileage incentives &
benefits. 877-882-6537
or wwwoakleytransportcom
Owner Operators &
Fleet Owners: TIRED
OF HIGH FUEL
COSTS?! Average
Fuel Network savings
of 43e/ gallon. Earn
over $2.00/ mile! 877277-8756
www.JoinMalone.com
Paid Driver Training!
Refresher course
available for Regional
Truck Drivers. Earn 35
to 37 cpm afterwards!
HOME EVERY WEEK.
Nice Trucks, Great
Benefits. Visit
AVERITTcareerecorn
E0E.
Reefer! Flatbed
Independent
Contractors Great
Equipment- No Money
Down- No Credit
Check. Earn 72% of
Revenue- Guaranteed
$1.02/ Mile. Fuel
Surcharge & Great
Benefits! 1-800-2770212
www.primeinc.com

OTR Drivers- Food
Grade Tank Drivers
CDL-A w/tank
endorsement, Good
MVR & Hazmat within

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!
The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to share your photographs of people in our community.
Digital photos: They may be submitted in a JPEG format to composing@murrayledger.com.
Print photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Wedding production begins
with orchestrated proposal
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Ten years ago
The History Channel will feature the knowledge and research
of local area historian and senior
lecturer at Murray State University Ted Belue, in the special
"Boone and Crockett - the Hunter
Heroes" that airs tonight at 7 p.m.
Bryan Coles of Hazel has been
named a national award winner
in history and government by the
United States Achievement Academy. He is the son of Daryl and
Karen Coles.
The 22nd annual West Kentucky
Bible Lectureship will be Saturday and Sunday. July 14 and IS.
at the church building of Sunny
Slope Church of Christ.
Twenty years ago
The nation's unemployment rate
increased to 7 percent in June.
its highest level in nearly five years,
the government reported today.
Published is a picture of Jonathan
Chapman showing his true colors
(red, white and blue) during the
Children's Parade last night as
part of the Freedom Fest Activities.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Chris Elliot;
and a girl to Ronald Lynn Wyatt
and Kelly Martin.
James Pat Scott was named the
new Fire Chief, according to Mayor
Bill Cherry.
Thirty years ago
A mysterious chemical, apparently dropped from an airplane,
has damaged crops on several Calloway County farms.
Contestants for the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen
contest were treated to a pool
party Tuesday at the Paul Kiesow
residence.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Godar: and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny H. Riley.
The English Junior Division team
of Kim Twig& Amanda Outland,
Russ Workman and Leslie Banks
took fourth in the 4-H Kentucky
Horse Judging Contest.

Forty years ago
Larry Tucker, Larry Lawrence.
Jerry Howard, Robin Rowland.
Kerry Wyatt, Kenneth Paschall,
Steve McCuiston, Jerry Tucker,
Steve Howard, Krit Stubblefield.
Debra Tucker, Alene Paschall, Sandra Stark, Roger Potts, Bill Ed Mwdock, David Beane and Mark Carroll were Calloway County 4-Hers
in judging competition at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Sandra Edwards of the Oaks
Country Club won the Ladies InnerCity Golf Tournament. Betty Lowry
of the Calloway Country Club was
runner-up.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Shawn
Bucy: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Hobbs; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Wheatley; and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Randy Linn.
Fifty years ago
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Office Force and the Murray City
Police are working jointly in an
investigation that began July 6
with the discovery of poisoned meat
being distributed in various places
in the college area. One dog has
already died from eating the meat.
Jay Lockhart of Parkersburg,
W.Va., is the new minister of the
Green Plain Church of Christ, succeeding Bill Phillips who has
moved to Memphis. Tenn.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Eaker.
Sixty years ago
. Murray Mayor George Hart read
a letter from Guthrie Crowe. commander of the Kentucky State
Police, stating that the city of
Murray had been placed on the
Honor Roll of the National Safety Council for going through the
year of 1950 without a traffic
fatality.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt and
sons, Richard and Harold, and Mr.
and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn and
son. Michael. will attend the
National Woodmen Convention in
Seattle, Wash.

DEAR ABBY: Has the marriage proposal become an ins lied
ceremony like the medding. or
am I out of touch?
A few months ago friends and
family were invited to a beach
near Seattle for the proposal. Our
grandson and his live-in went for
a short seaplane nde. The plane
returned,
beached and
the couple got
out.
Then,
surrounded
by the throng
on the sand - and videotaped
grandson proposed
on
Dear Abby bended knee
and she, of
course,
By Abigail
accepted.
Van Buren
Because
we did not attend, my daughter
is still not speaking to us. The
young couple will fly to Maui in
a few months for the wedding.
We are among the invited, but
the trip is too much for us. Your
comments, please. -- BAFFLED
DEAR BAFFLED: I have
heard of brides getting carried away
and turning their wedding ceremony into the equivalent of a
stage production. but this is the
first time I have heard about a
mother of the groom issuing a
command performance for the proposal. Heaven only knows what
she's planning for the birth of
their first child.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I am with a
man who treats me and my kids
great. He is kind, caring and very
generous. I trust him. However. I
have been in a couple of bad
relationships. For some reason.
I'm drawn to "bad' boys. I'm not
sure if I really love this man
because there is no "spark." None!
Should I stay with someone who
is a really great person and treats
me good -- but there is no pas-
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Horoscope

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 7. the
188th day of 2011. There are 177
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 7, 1981.
President
Ronald Reagan announced he was
nominating Anima Judge Sandra
Day O'Connor to become the first
female justice on the U.S. Supreme
Court.
On this date:
In 1846, U.S. annexation of
California was proclaimed at Monterey (mahn-tuh-RAY') after the
surrender of a Mexican garrison.
"
ES V

In 1865, four people were
hanged in Washington. D.C., for
conspiring with John Wilkes Booth
to assassinate President Abraham
Lincoln.
In 1898. the United States
annexed Hawaii.
In 1919, the first Transcontinental Motor Convoy, in which a
U.S. Army convoy of motorized
vehicles crossed the United States.
departed Washington, D.C. (The
trip ended in San Francisco on Sept.
6, 1919.)
In 1930, construction began on
Boulder Dam (later Hoover Dam).

In 1969, Canada's House of
Commons gave final approval to
the Official Languages Act, making French equal to English
throughout the national government.
In 1983. 11-year-old Samantha
Smith of Manchester, Maine, left
for a visit to the Soviet Union at
the personal invitation of Soviet
leader Yuri V. Andropov (ahnDROH'-pawf).
Ten years ago: Racial violence
between white and south Asian
youths erupted in Bradford, England.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, July 8, 2011:
This year, you discover how
much you value your home life
and those who make your life
comfortable. When push comes
to shove, you often back off. If
you are single, you draw many
potential suitors. Knowing what
you want, you will need someone very special to create that
type of bond with. If you are
attached, the two of you could
become conflicted over an issue.
How important is this issue in a
total life? SCORPIO understands you.
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DEAR ABBY: My husband
(second marriage) keeps in touch
with his ex-wife. At one point, it
was several times a day. I expressed
my concerns to him and told him
I didn't like it and saw no need
for it. It stopped -- but only for
a while. I know, because •I check
his call and text log.
I know I shouldn't do that, but
recently 1 found some text messages saying,"Sorry I haven't called
you." That's not what's bothering
me, though. It's how they signed
off. She writes, "Love you," and
he writes, "Love you mostest!"
Abby, that's what he says to
me. How do I talk to him about
this? I snooped. -- SNOOPED
DEAR SNOOPED: I don't blame
you for feeling hurt and threatened by this. Almost any woman
would. When he's in a relaxed
mood and you can talk without
interruption, ask him if he is still
in love with his ex-wife. If he
says no, ask why he feels the
need to remain in communication
with her and why he's telling her
he loves her "mostest." Expect
him to go on the attack because
you snooped. But you wouldn't
have done it if your intuition hadn't made you feel insecure. And
it turns out you were nght.

Today In History

St Serve
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W/ additional
Incentives &
877-882-6537
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sion -- and learn to live with it,
or do I end the relationship? -NOT SURE WHAT TO DO
DEAR NOT SURE: You might
as well end the relationship now
because sooner or later you will
become bored and it will end
anyway. The man you're seeing
deserves to have someone who
fully appreciates what he has to
offer, which you seem unable to
do. Continue dating "bad boys'
until you finally stop confusing
anxiety and disappointment with
excitement. You appear to be one
of those women who has to learn
what's important through pain. You
have my sympathy.
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A DOC/ POOP RECALL

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You feel an innate pull
between your boundaries and
needs and what others are asking. As a result, you could feel a
bit irritable. Look at an offer or an
expense that would increase the
quality of your life.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You can only do so much
for someone, especially if this
person refuses to be appreciative. By setting limits, you could
antagonize this person. forcing a

Thursday, July 7, 2011 •5B

Lab abnormalities
frighten patient
DEAR DR. GOTT: My most
recent lab work, from October of
last year, indicated a sudden
increase in my platelet count to
446 as compared to 369 in December of 2009. My monocytes
increased from 7 to 10 during
that same 10-month period. The
doctor said
not to be concerned, but
after reading
your article
"Low Platelet
Count Concerns Read-er." I am concerned! I'm a
55-year-old
African Dr. Gott American
female. I have
By
been a diabetDr. Peter Gott ic since 1998.
Should I seek
further testing?
DEAR READER: A platelet
count measures how many platelets
you have in your blood. Their
purpose is to help blood to clot.
The normal range is between 150
and 450 per microliter of blood
and can vary slightly between different laboratories.
An abnormally low count can
be an indication of hemolytic anemia, leukemia, and some forms
of cancer, inflammation and infections. The count can also be low
because of receiving a large blood
transfusion or because of specific medications. High counts might
be a normal lab variant or be an
indication of polycythemia vera,
anemia and several other causes.
Your count is not out of the
normal range. so if your physician has indicated there is no concern and he or she knows your
medical history, I would put my
trust in that fact and proceed
accordingly.
Monocytes are white blood cells
with a single nucleus; they help
keep the immune system intact.
They make up 1 to 3 percent of

the total white blood cells in the
body. Modifications can be an
indication of Changes in a person's health. Generally speaking,
a low count is a good sign, while
a high count could indicate a
potential problem.
The normal range of monocytes is between 0 and 10 percent. Without knowing your total
white blood count, referred to as
WI3Cs. I can only surmise this
count is within a normal range.
A difficult experience for a
physician is when results are shared
with a patient who may not completely understand that slight
abnormalities may result from
totally benign situations. I am not
at all implying you shouldn't
receive a copy, nor am I indicating you shouldn't question modifications. I am simply stating that
levels can change without the
occurrence of a medical condition.
Bring your questions to your
doctor's attention and demand
answers that meet your expectations. Request that your counts
be monitored. If they continue to
rise, further investigation is necessary.
•••••

DEAR DR. GOTT: You had
an article in my local newspaper
in March regarding making an
informed decision about cataracts.
Can you help me find that article?
DEAR READER: My answers
to readers' questions can be found
on my website: www.AskDrGottMD.com. Simply click on the
"Search" button and type in
"cataracts." You will find several
cuticles on this subject. Information covering other topics can be
located by clicking on "Browse
by Topic" at the top of the page.
This A-Z guide is user-friendly
Good luck.
Dr. Peter H. Cott is a retired
physician and the author of several books.

by Jacqueline Bigar
clearing of the air. A positive attitude goes far in remedying the
situation.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your creativity and
high energy merge. You could be
hard to stop, though a partner
might throw a boomerang in your
path. Just walk right over it. Your
instincts speak to you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You want to be home. If
you can, make it so. You might
be thinking about a difficult situation that surrounds your personal life. Someone you care about
could be contrary.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your words don't fall on
deaf ears. You might take a comment too personally. Understand
what is happening around you.
Consider tossing out a project
that demands too much attention, for now.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Be aware of the costs of
proceeding in the present fashion. If you look, you might find
that a whole other approach
works better. Staying focused
could be difficult right now.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You know you look good.
Even if various sectors of your
life produce flak, you aren't perturbed. Still, do remember what
is going on later. Make calls
toward the end of the day.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Know when it is best to do
little with others. Dig into
research or other solo work. You
will enjoy the downtime. Refuse
to get into an argument with an
associate. It isn't worth it.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A meeting could be
important for you socially. You
will see a situation change, and
quickly at that. Be willing to take
a risk emotionally. If you are
attached, don't forget those
extra details.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
a*** You can be more touchy
than you realize. How you
approach a situation could
change substantially as result.
Relax and touch base with
someone you care about. Allow
a boss to vent without taking it
personally.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Make a call to someone
you trust. Listen to what is being
said by someone you dare
about. You could be revising
your opinions about key people
in your life. Be willing to open up
and share your thoughts.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A partner shows a lot of
interest in what you are doing.
Caring abounds around a child
or loved one. Your creativity
soars beyond the norm. Say
what you need to say.
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Lane Dual Reclining Pad Over Chaise
Leather Sofa Nail Head Trim $1299
Rocker Recliner$788

American Furniture Bentley Brown
Bonded Leather Sofa$148
Wood Trim I Awe-Seat $698

American Furniture Nlaster Piece
Chocolate Sofa $688 Chair & 1/2 $548
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Ashley Vista Chocolate Sectional
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Cocktail Ottomon $248
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SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

NO CREDIT NEEDED!
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305 North Main Street. Benton KY
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We Carl Help You Sell
Your 010 Furniture
449 South 16th Street
4. q.44
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451 South 1661 Street. Paducah KY
cll ll
Tintipthl Ibrbin
ballot Pt tits
442-4465• 1-800-450-6224
Pandase, Inc
31164111641 \unit
ASO lin k41 \iirth
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3380 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
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753-6309• 1-886-753-6300
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